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Äbstract
The monitoHng grottp appointed by Finlands Ministiy of the Environment has been assessing the impiementation
of both the Natiomd Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland 1997—2005, and the UNs Convention on Biologicai
Diversity. This third progress report has been produced by the monitodng group to cover the period 2002—2004.
Stakeholders’ sectoral responsibihty for the preservation, management and sustainable use of biodiversity as
specifled in the action pian has been reiativeiy veIi realised in the vadous administrative sectors, with progress
made towards the pians objectives accordingh Signiflcant chalienges within the wide-ranging pian have inclucled:
(1) the impiementation in practice of agreed objectives (e.g. designated protected areas); (2) dcveioping
innovations related to biodiversitv; (3) increasing understanding of the action pian and its objectives; and (4)
ensuring biodiversitv data is disseminated to the regional and local leveis, particuiariv to facihtate iand use
pianning and decision-making.
In spite of reasonable success in the impiementalon of the action pian and other favotirabie trends, the measures
wfthin the action pian alone will not he abie 10 hait or significantly slow the dechning trend in biodiversity in
Finland by 2010. This iong-term dechne has been difficuit to reverse, due to factors such as the increasing
uniformity of naturai habftats afier iong periods of intensive land use.
Wide-ranging co-operation and additional resources are particuiarly needed 10 develop biodiversity indicators
and measures, the monitoring and assessment of the state of biodiversity, and data registers and systerns. From
the perspective of the sociai acceptability of the preservalon of hiodiversity, it is vety important 10 find economic
and emplovrnent opportunities reiated to biodiversity, and to find ways to publicise reliahie data 10 heip the
pubhc to understand both the ecoiogical grounds for mainlaining biodiversit and the reiated socio-economic
benefits. Research into the hnkages between biodiversitv and socio-economic factors should be integrated into
the new aclon pian to he drafled in 2005.
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for Biod iversity ii, Finland 2002—2004 (Summary)
Finland promotes the preservation, management and sustainable use of biodiversity mainly
through the nationai impiementation of the UN Convention on Bioiogicai Diversity (CBD). To
meet its obiigations under the CBD, Finland prepared the Nationai Action Pian for Biodiversity
in Finland, 1997—2005, whose impiementation is overseen by a monitoring group consisting
of representatives of various administrative sectors and other stakehoider organisations. The
first progress report prepared by the monitoring group in 2000 examined how the 124 measures
within the action pian had been impiemented over the period 1997—1999. On the basis of these
resuits, the Nationai Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland monitoring group defined 12 important
areas for deveiopment, and set short-term goais. Progress during the next phase of the action
pian was assessed in the second report of the monitoring group, which was submitted to the
Secretary General ot the Convention on Bioiogicai Diversity on 12.11.2002. This third progress
report describes progress with the action pian and its associated deveiopment areas over the
period 2002—2004.
The activities of the monitoring group during the period 2002—2004
have particuLarty focussed on:
i the sectoral integration of the preservation, management and sustainabie use of biodiversity,
especiaiiy with regard to the preservation, management and sustainabie use of
farmland and forest ecosystems;
Ii economic and other mechanisms to maintain biodiversity;
iii the Ecosystem approach, regarding the functions and services provided by ecosystems;
IV networks of protected areas, green corridors and major biodiversity “hot spots”;
V invasive species;
VI the conservation and sustainabie use of genetic resources, and the availabihty of
genetic resources and the benefits from their expioitation; and
Vii the state of biodiversity in Finland, and an evaluation of the impacts and adequacy of
the national action pian, with regard to the coming revision of the action pian.
These themes will also be important during 2005.
Four expert working groups have supported the monitoring group: The Sustainabie Use of
Bioiogical Resources Fxpert Group has pubtshed a report on the Ecosystem approach, introducing
the general principles of the Ecosystem approach, and its possible appiication in Finland. The
Research, Monitoring and information Systems Expert Group (TST Expert Group) has pubiished
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proposais for speciai monitoring systems to compiement the nationai bioiogical diversity
monitoring system proposed ti 2001. The Biodiversity impacts Assessment Group has made
proposais for the initiation of two evaiuation processes — one to cover the nationat action pian
for biodiversity, and the other to examine the biodiversity impacts of the METSO Forest
Biodiversity Programme for Southern Finland. The evaiuation of the nationai action pian
commenced at the beginning of 2004, and shouid be completed by March 2005. The evaiuation
wiil provide data on the state of biodiversity in Finland, and current trends, as weit as the
effectiveness and adequacy of the nationat action pian with regard to the need to safeguard
biodiversity. The data that it contains wiii aiso faciiitate the revision and renewai of the pian.
The evaiuation wiil also examine opportunities and suitabie measures to impiement the
objectives set by the WSSD and the EU’s biodiversity objectives for 2o_o.* A new nationai
biodiversity action pian for the period 2006—2016 wiii be drafted lii 2005 on the basis of these
resuits, in [ne with the Finnish national government programme.
The internationai Biodiversity issues Preparation
Group and Expert Network has been co-ordinating tasks and reporting reiated to the Convention
on Bioiogical Diversity (CBD), and aiso made preparations for flniand’s participation in meetings
related to the convention (see Appendix i). This group is aiso responsibie for national guide[ines,
and reports are processed by the monitoring group before submission to the Convention
Secretariat. Ovet the period 2002—2004 ten nationai reports were submitted to the Secretariat
— inciuding an introductory report on the app[cation of the Ecosystem approach in Finland
(in Finnish) together with an exampie of its appiication in the activities of Metsähaiiitus; a
report on protected areas; a report on technoiogy transfer and the reiated co-operation; a
detaiied questionnaire on nationai actions reiated to technoiogy transfer; a voiuntary report
on forests; a repiy to a questionnaire on the sustainabie use ot forests; and a repiy to a
questionnaire on the impacts of the opening of markets on biodiversity in farmiand. These
reports can aii heip the Secretariat to evaiuate how the objectives of the Convention are being
reaiised in Finiand.
-
Heisinki, Finiand 2.3.2005
The Nationai Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finiand Monitoring Group
* At the Joliannesburg Worid Summit on Suytainahle Developrnent (WSSD, 2002) finiand promised to significantiy siow the
rata of dedline ja biodiversity hy 2010. Tito European Union has set a more ainbitiotis target to hait the dedllne in hiodiverstty
by2OlO (Gothenburg, 6/2001).
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The Finnish National Biodiversity Committee, composed of representatives of the reLevant
ministries, key empioyment sectors, research organisations, environmental groups and other
stakeholders, prepared ovet the petiod 1996—1997 a National Action Pian fot Biodivetsity in
Finland, 1997—2005, accotding to a decision-in-principle made by the Finnish Government
(21.12.1995). The action pian is based on reports and sectoral programmes ptepated fot each
administrative sectot, and has been designed to ensure that Finland meets its obligations
undet the U.N. Convention on Biological Diversity (Rio de Janeiro, 199 The action pian will be
amended and updated in accordance with any significant teseatch results or othet national
or international developments telated to the ptesetvation, management and sustainable use
of biodiversity.
The objectives O( The action pian, as presented to the Ministry
the nationat action pian of the Environment Ofl 11.9.1997, seis out
series of 124 measures retated to the preservation, management and sustainabie use o[
biodiversity, to be implemented by 2005. The pian also atlocates sectoral responsibiiity and
defines the needs for resources. Maintaining biodiversity in Fintand involves both guaranteeing
that there are enough protected areas, and ensuring that commerdatly expioited areas and
resources are used and managed sustainabiy, white aiso considering society’s other needs.
The action pian aims to maintain the viabiiity of Fintand’s natural habitats and ecosystems
in ali their diversity in ali the country’s biogeographical zones. The aim is to protect and
manage threatened aspects of biodiversity, so that no spedes, genetic resources or habitats
become extinct in FinLand. The ptan also aims 10 promote the sustainabie use of naturat
resources, and economic opportunities reiated to the use of biodiversity, which can be
considerabte in terms of promoting enterprise and job creation. The pian seeks for instance
to preserve the valuabte genetic diversity of important traditional cultivated piant varieties
and Iocat iivestock breeds. Diverse naturat habitats are aiso a significant resource in terms
their recreationat amenity value and in promoting heaith.
2). The objective of the Convention on Biological Diversity (Rio dejaneiro, 1992) ts to conserve the diversity ofecosystenis,
plant and animal species and their genes, and to promote the stistainahle use of natural rcsources aiid the fair and equitable
sliaring of benefiis arising from the utilisafion of biological resources. By endorsing the Convention, finland becarne committed
10 promoting biologictd diversity and the sustatnable use of natural resources in ali endeavotits.
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The aim is that the goat of preserving biodiversity
wiIt become integrated into national, regional and tocat ptanning and decision-making; and
into co-operation between different sectors. The action pian shouid graduaiiy steer the activities
of ait economic and administrative sectors towards more sustainabte courses in terms of the
preservation, management and sustainabie use of biodiversity. This must be done without
weakening Finiand’s economicaL competitiveness in the tonger term. The goat is that biodiversity
wiii be given suitabte consideration in the routine course of administrative and economic
activities. The pian aiso atLocates responsibility for bearing the financial costs of preserving
biodiversity, but the goai is that these costs should mainLy be integrated into routine spending
within administrative sectors. Achieving sustainabte deveiopment in terms of biodiversity above
aLi invotves changing production and consumption patterns that have significant detrimentat
effects on the environment.
In order to monitor the imptementation of both
the action pian and the Convention on Bioiogicai Diversity, the Ministry of the Environment
set up the National Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland Monitoring Group (to operate
15.10.1998—31.12.2005). The monitoring group is a co-operative body involving representatives
from various stakehoider organisations, and is responsibie for co-ordinating and overseeing
the nationai monitoring of biodiversity as weii as the impiementation of the CBD and the action
pian. The group may aiso make amendments to the pian as necessary. The members of the
monitoring group are drawn from the Ministries of the Environment, Agricuiture and Forestry,
Transport and Communications, Justice, Foreign Affairs, Education, Defence, Sociai Affairs and
Heaith, Trade and industry, Labour, the interior and Finance; and from Metshaiiitus (formerly
the Forest and Park Service), the Association of Finnish Local and Regionai Authorities, the
Confederation of Finnish industry and Empioyers, the Centrai Union ofAgricuiturai Producers
and Forest-owners (MTK), the Smi Pariiament and the Finnish Association for Nature Conservation.
The resuits of the monitoring work are to be compiied in four reports (1997—1999, 2000—2001,
2002—2003 and 2004—2005). The first progress report was pubtished in 2000, the second in
2002, and this third report in 2005.
To support the work of the monitoring group,
the Ministry of the Environment has aiso set up with two expert groups, covering the sustainabie
use of bioiogicai resources, and research, monitoring and information systems
(23.21999—31.12.2005). Both these groups monitor the impiementation ot the nationai action
pian and the Convention on Biologicai Diversity in Finland (see Appendix). The work of these
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groups 15 supported by co-operation between the administrative and business sectors on
biodiversity issues. The Sustainabie Use ot Bioiogicai Resources Working Group reports on the
preservation, management and sustainabie use of natural resources; the expioitation of genetic
resources; and opportunities reiated to deveiopment co-operation and environmentai education.
The Research, Monitoring and Information Systems Working Group promotes research into
ecosystems and indicators ot biodiversity, encourages muiti-discipiinary co-operation on research,
and is aiso preparing a nationai bioiogicai diversity monitoring system. Both these groups
report to the National Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland Monitoring Group, whiie aiso
making proposais for ways to achieve the goais of the pian, suggesting suitabie measures and
possibie sources ot funding and other resources.
The Ministry of the Environment set up two new
expert groups on 25.3.2003 to boost the monitoring organisation. The biodiversity impacts
of the Nationai Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finiand 1997—2005 and the METSO Forest
Biodiversity Programme for Southern Finiand wiii be assessed according to evaluation processes
prepared for the monitoring group by The Biodiversity impacts Assessment Group (see Appendix
i). These evaiuation processes wiii examine the state of biodiversity in Finiand and current
trends, as weii as the effectiveness and adequacy of the nationai action pian in terms of
safeguarding biodiversity. The assessment group wiii correspondingiy pian and oversee the
monitoring and evaiuation of the METSO programme — which was approved by the Councii of
State on 23.10.2002, and aims to safeguard forest biodiversity in Southern Finiand, SW Lapiand,
and the weStern part of Ouiu Province. This evaiuation shouid heip the Ministry of the
Environment and the Ministry ofAgricuiture and Forestry to draft a comprehensive evaiuation
of the sociai, economic and ecoiogicai impacts of the METSO programme by 2006. The
Internationai Biodiversity issues Preparation Group and Expert Network (see Appendix) co
ordinates tasks and reporting reiated to the Convention on Bioiogical Diversity (CBD), and aiso
makes preparations for Finiand’s participation in meetings reiated to the convention (EU
WPiEi/Biodiversity), PEBLDS, CBD/COP and CBD/SBSTTA). The nationai guidehnes and draft
reports prepared by this group are processed by the monitoring group before being submitted
for internationai use.
12
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General comments The impiementation of the nationai biodiversity
action pian began lfl 1997, at a time when renewed iegisiation and other factors had created
a favourabie basis for the programme, for decision-making and other deveiopments in the
fleld, and for co-operation between the authorities and the private sector. Chaiienges have
inciuded the exceptionaiiy wide scope of the pian, and the iack of research and monitoring
data on either the current state of biodiversity, or the effectiveness of the action pian. This
situation is expected to improve, however, on the compietion of the evaiuation of the action
pian initiated in the beginning of 2004 (see Section 6), and as the resuits of recentiy compieted
and ongoing extensive research programmes and separate research projects are expioited. This
data must stiii be improved with regard to such issues as aquatic ecosystems and their
biodiversity, as weii as the harmfui impacts of ciimate change, and the reiated preparatory
measures (see Ministry ofAgricuiture and Forestry 2005).
The preservation, The impiementation of existing Finnish nature
management and sustainabLe conservation programmes continued during the
use of native biodiversity monitoring period in iine with the government’s
reiated funding programme for 1996—2007 (see 4.3). The aim of this funding programme is
to compiete current nature conservation programmes by the end of 2007. By eariy 2004, about
96 % of the areas designated for these programmes had been estabiished as protected areas
or acquired by the State for conservation purposes. According to the programme of Prime
Minister Matti Vanhanen’s Government, the impiementation and scope of the funding programme
wiil be reviewed during 2005. This review is necessary, since the contents and cost ieveis of
the programme have changed somewhat since it was first defined. The funds budgeted for
the impiementation of nature conservation programmes have faiien short of the ieveis envisaged
in the funding programme, and this deflcit must be made up over the flnai years of the funding
programme in order for its objectives to be achieved.
Finiand’s Proposais for the Natura 2000 network
in the aipine biogeographicai zone of Finiand were approved in 2003. On 13.1.2005 the European
Commission approved suppiementary proposais drafted by Finland in 2004 for the network’s
boreai zone. The principies appiied in the managemeot and use of protected areas in Finland
are in accordance with the requirements of the CBD, the EU’s nature conservation directives
and Finiand’s own Nature Conservation Act (1096/1996). Metsähatiitus Naturai Heritage Services,
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the authority responsible for the management of protected areas in Finland, has measured
and assessed the effectiveness, productivity and economic viability of the management of
protected areas, using purposefully developed methods. During 2004 Metsähallitus organised
an international evaluation of the management of protected areas in Finland, whose findings,
due to be pubtished at the beginning of 2005, will be used in the coming evaluation of the
state of biodiversity in Finland and the impacts of the national action pian (see 6.0). Metsähallitus’s
activities have meanwhile been improved, expanded and internationalised as the national
protected area network has been developed.
There is a widespread need to restore biodiversity
in forest habitats to its natural state in protected areas and in other forests where natural
forest management methods are practised (see 4.3 and 5.3). Habitat restoration work is
particularly needed to restore the natural state in protected areas of forest in Southern Finland
that have previously been commercially managed. The restoration of forest biodiversity in
protected areas has been intensified since funding was approved in 2002 for the METSO Forest
Biodiversity Programme for Southern Finland.
Forestry and biodiversity The work of the ESSU expert group for the
evaluation of the need to protect the forests of Southern Finland and Ostrobothnia was
continued by the widely-based, government-appointed METSO Committee, who drafted proposals
setting out objectives, details of funding and a pIan of action for the protection of forests in
southern Finland, including western parts of Oulu Province and south-western parts of Lapland
Province (see 4.3). ln October 2002 the government made a decision-in-principle on the
consequent METSO Programme, which includes 17 measures designed to promote forest
biodiversity, particularly over the period 2003—2007, but also up to 2014 (see 4.3 and 5.5).
Experiences of the use of new protection measures in the METSO Programme, such as natural
values trading and competitive tenders, have already been promising.
lmprovements to the management and
sustainable use of forest habitats have continued according to the strategies of the METSO
Programme (see 4.3 and 4.4), and with the revision ofofficial forest management recommendations.
In 2004 Metsähallitus published a new environmental forestry guide, which will tead to
considerable changes in the management of state-owned forests. The guide has been produced
using the latest research findings from the fleld of conservation biology. The guide was due
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to be adopted for the management of ali state-owned forests by the end of 2004, and this
should particutarly lead to a considerable increase in the amount of decaying wood left in
these forests. lts guidelines shouid aiso enable other negative environmental impacts of forest
management to be reduced more effectively.
There is stiil scope for improvements in the
preservation of densely wooded sites where ecologically valuable features such as patches
of herb-rich woodland and small water features may be difficult to identify. More trees are
being ieft uncut in felled areas than required in forest certification criteria, but there 15 stiil
scope for improvements in the cost-efficiency of natural forest management methods. With
regard to water protection, speciai care should continue to be taken in ground preparation
where mounding 15 carried out (see 4.4).
AgricuLture and biodiversity The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestty has given
the preservation, management and sustainable use of biodiversity a high priority in its activities.
The ministry has attempted to ensure that the preservation of species and their habitats 5
considered as much as possible in ali use of natural resources, and has also been developing
planning systems and training for people working in forestry and agriculture related to the
management of biodiversity (see 4.4 and 4.11). Such measures are necessary because most
of Einland’s threatened species are primarily associated with forest and farmland habitats.
Another objective is ensure that the genetic resources in animais and plants, including those
used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, are protected, maintained and used sustainably,
in order to preserve their genetic diversity to meet future needs (see 4.5).
The agri-environmental subsidies system (with
programmes covering the periods 1995—1999 and 2000—2006), which forms part of Finland’s
rural development programme, aims to help reduce the environmental burden of agriculture,
and to promote biodiversity in farmiand habitats. The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry has
funded general pianning related to farmland biodiversity since 2001. Farmers have been
encouraged to manage vaiuable natural habitats through general pianning and advice about
funding opportunities (see 4.4). New measures have been sought to improve the management
of vaiuable traditional farmland biotopes, for instance (including the procurement of grazing
animais, the renting of areas eligible for subsidies, and other forms of co-operation). Regionai
and iocal projects reiated to the management of biodiversity in rural areas are also being
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carried out as part of the regional rural devetopment programme and the Objective 1 Programme.
Such projects examine, for instance, how environmental management can become a viable
element of agriculture (see 4.4).
The rural development programme (see 5.5) has
been considered to have positive environmental impacts, since by ensuring that farming will
continue in Finland it guarantees the continued survival of farmland landscapes and their
associated biodiversity. lf farming is abandoned in any region, then sooner or later the local
landscapes and habitats shaped by agriculture wilI vanish, together with species dependent
on them. Agri-environmental subsidies have increased the abundance of such features as grassy
verges, banks and buifer zones, as well as the areas of farmland covered by vegetation outside
the growing season. The intensive ditching and use of flelds have, however, badly affected
species that thrive in green belts in farmland (Kuussaari et al. 2004). On the other hand, there
has been some success in reducing the amounts of manure and artificial fertilisers containing
nitrates and phosphates used per hectare of farmland. Loads of these nutrient pollutants have
consequently declined in water bodies, but more measures to reduce diifuse nutrient loads
are stili needed before water protection targets can be reached.
The measures achieved through environmental
subsidies have helped to preserve biodiversity to some extent, but these measures must still
be improved and better targeted to halt the overali declining trend in farmland biodiversity.
The biodiversity impacts of different forms of agriculture should be evaluated and monitored
in more detail. It is also important that farmers and landowners should participate in the
planning of such management schemes and the selection of sites, while flnding ways to
promote biodiversity on their land during their normal work. Special attention has been given
to the provision of training and advice for farmers.
It is additionally important to identify cost
efflcient forms of agricultural production and the policies and incentives that can be used to
promote them, together with their biodiversity impacts. The continuity of the management of
areas important for biodiversity, such as traditional agricultural biotopes, must be ensured,
as well as the management of farmtand biodiversity in general. Other key areas where
improvements are needed include the protection of landrace livestock breeds and traditional
crop cultivars in situ, and the search for practical solutions to help preserve and manage these
plants and animals.
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Land use ptanning The need to preserve biodiversity 15 particularly
highiighted in areas where iand use pressures are intense (growing urban areas, major industriai
areas, intensively farmed regions, shores, isiands, arctic felis, eskers, forests and peatiands).
Measures to presetve biodiversity in such areas shouid be continued, improved and suppiemented.
More emphasis shoutd be given to research into urban ecology and ecosystems. The Land Use
and Building Act (132/1999) aims to control Iand use and construction to safeguard the
prerequisites for sustainable development and good quality residential environments. This
objective is realised through pLanning controls at ali pianning ieveis. A pubiication compieted
in 2003 provides information for the organisations and authorities commissioning, conducting
and evaiuating ecoiogicai surveys in reiation to the need to consider biodiversity in community
pianning and environmentai impact assessments (EIA) for varlous deveiopment projects
(see 4.1).
The [and Use and Buiiding Act has given
increased prominence to the interaction between transport pianning and iand use pianning.
By making community structures more compact and integrated, pianners can increase the
efflciency of the use of existing transport routes and services, and reduce the pressure to use
new areas for transport and residentiai infrastructure. The most important toois for protecting
biodiversity in the transport sector inciude the harmonisation of transport pianning and iand
use pianning, EIA at project and programme ievei, and varlous action plans (see 4.4—4.6). There
15 stiii scope for improved co-operation on deveioping the spatiai structure of communities.
As traditionai agricuiturai biotopes become
scarcer * the significance of road verges, raiiway embankments, and the areas around airfieids
harbours as suitabie habitat for meadowiand species increases (see 4.4). it has been estimated
that Finiand’s 78,000 km of pubiic road are iined with a totai area of at ieast 100,000 hectares
of mown grassy verges. The management of these verges could be adapted to make them
more naturai, and thus promote biodiversity, whiie aiso ensuring they are properiy maintained
for the purposes of road safety. Such areas shouid be iInked to vaiuabie traditionai agricuttural
biotopes, and information about management practices and methods that can heip to preserve
biodiversity and the need for iand use and management pians shouid he provided to those
responsibie for their maintenance. The regionai environment centres can provide vitai expertise
* The total area ot rentahting vaiuabie tradilionai agricuiturai biotopes maintained
hy ntowing and grazing lu shrunk 10 approx. 20 000 ha.
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in this respect. A national development project run by the Ministry ofAgricutture and Forestry
and the Ministry oflransport and Communications over the period 2000—2002 aimed to improve
the management of roadside habitats. Job creation funding from Empioyment and Economic
Centres was additionatly used in the related pilot prof ects. The objective has been to improve
the exchange of information and co-operation between the different organisations involved
in maintaining roadside landscapes. A handbook titled Roadside iandscapes belong to everyone
was produced during this project to compile practical guidehnes for the maintenance of roadside
habitats.
HarmfuL invasive species Finland should urgently prepare a national
strategy and action pIan on invasive species, based on national and international needs,
reports, strategies and experiences (see 4.7).
Biosafety, and the avallabiLity The Cartagena Biosafety Protocol controlling the
of genetic resources and the import and export of genetically modified
benefits from their exptoitation import and export of geneticaliy modified
organisms (GMOs) came into force in Finland on 7.10.2004. This agreement was prepared under
the auspices of the CBD in order to regulate the increased international use and trading of
GMOs (see 4.7).
Concerning the regulation of the availability of
genetic resources and the beneflts from their exptoitation, * the CBD is a framework agreement
whose objectives should be followed at the national levet. Finland duly attempts to ensure
that the countries of origin of genetic materials fulfil their obligations to declare trade. The
relationship between ownership rights and intellectuat property rights with regard to genes
is a new issue in legislative circles. The need for legislation in Finland on genetic resources
is currently being assessed by the Gene Resources Board under the auspices of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry. To facilitate this work the committee set up in November 2004 a
sub-committee who will promote the implementation in Finland of the Bonn guidelines on the
* Genetic resources procured before the CBD catne into force in t992 are fbi covered by the agreernent.
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availability of genetic resources and the benefits from their expioitation. Finland co-operates
on issues related to genetic resources with the UN, the EU, the Nordic Countries, and other
countries as necessary (see 4.6).
Education and instruction According to an evaluation made by the National
Board of Education (2001) issues related to the preservation and sustainable use of biodiversity
are relevant in studies of biology at ali leveis of education. Attempts have also been made
to integrate issues related to the maintenance of biodiversity into other subjects (see 4.10).
Training related to biodiversity and the production of related educational materiais have most
significantly been improved in the forestry sector. The high priority given to natural management
methods is reflected in the numbers of forestry professionais choosing to study for natural
forest management dipiomas (see 4.10). Forest owners should also be increasingly encouraged
to ilm such courses, for instance through the METSO Programme. Support has also been
provided for the production of educational materiais related to farmland biodiversity, and such
materiais have particularly been provided for advisory organisations.
Research The monitoring group has aiready stressed the
need for multi-disciplmnary research into biodiversity issues and their social context (see Kangas
et al. 2000). The BITUMI project within the 1997—2002 FIBRE research programme aimed to
promote the wider understanding of biodiversity issues and to make research results more
useful for decision-makers; and the project’s results have been published in the form of three
extensive biodiversity textbooks.
The MOSSE biodiversity research programme
(2003—2006) stresses the need for practically applicable information, and aims to correspondingly
increase the amount of useful information on ways to protect biodiversity in forest, farmland
and aquatic habitats, while also assessing the ecological, economic and social impacts of these
measures. So far issues related to the biodiversity of arctic feli and peatland habitats have
not been covered in any detail in the FIBRE and MOSSE research programmes.
More information has become available during
the monitoring period on Finland’s biodiversity and its management, particulariy with regard
to threatened species and habitats, and the representativeness of protected areas (see 4.3
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and 4.11). During the years 2003—2004 increased funding has been channelled into research
on threatened and poorly known forest species. More resources are also expected to become
available for species research in the future.
Agrifood Research Finland (MTT) and the Finnish
Forest Research lnstitute (Metla) have both increased their biodiversity research. MII produces
data on the biodiversity of farmland habitats, and develops means to measure farmland
biodiversity. This information can then be used to develop practical applications to help protect
farmland biodiversity and the genetic resources used in agriculture, as well as to build up
wide-ranging multi-disciplinary expertise. Metla is meanwhile launching a new research
programme, known as TUK, which aims to find means to safeguard forest biodiversity, and
also assess socio-economic impacts. Ihis research programme will build on earlier research
conducted at Metla, and also apply information on the socio-economic impacts of various
aspects of biodiversity produced during the MOSSE research programme.
Monitoring Proposals for the general monitoring projects
within national biodiversity monitoring were submitted by the TST expert group to the monitoring
group in 2002. Proposals for the special monitoring required by various legislation for the
special monitoring of specific habitats and species will be completed by the ISI group in early
2005 (see 4.12 and .6). The monitoring of the state of biodiversity in Finland and current
trends should be intensified and supplemented, particularly at the biotope and landscape
levels. There is an urgent need to secure funding for this monitoring work in the near future.
Thanks to the work of volunteers, the costs of organising this monitoring work, which will be
shared among the organisations involved, will be reasonable, with regard to the extent of the
monitoring. It is especially important to organise funding for the monitoring conducted by the
Finnish Museum of Natural History, which operates under the auspices of the Ministry of
Education. Amateur naturalists can be further encouraged to carry out voluntary monitoring
work by improving feedback (through publications and the internet), and through training,
instruction and financial support, for instance.
The monitoring of the state of biodiversity in
Finland and current trends should be started according to the priorities set in the proposals
mentioned above (IST Expert Group 2001, 2005), and on the basis of the views of the nationat
monitoring group and the organisations involved in the monitoring. The monitoring system
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should be designed to support Finiand’s biodiversity strategy, the national action pian, and
the monitoring of the achievement of the 2010 objectives. The deveiopment of biodiversity
indicators wiii be considerabiy facilitated if the organisations invoived in the monitoring jointly
produce already during the preparation of the new action pian a set of indicators to describe
the state of biodiversity, current trends, and the success of biodiversity poiicies. Summaries
and state of biodiversity reports wiii be needed to support decision-making, whiie there is
aiso a need for open meta-databanks designed for wider pubiic use, with suitabie search
functions. Monitoring data shouid also be duly communicated to pianners working at the
regionai and iocai ievei, and other groups who need such information.
The administration of data Data reiated to biodiversity is wideiy dispersed
and iargeiy non-compatibie. This means that converting the data to make it usefui for purposes
other than its originai intended use can be very iaborious at present. One important task for
the nationai co-ordination group proposed by the TST group is to achieve agreements on the
harmonisation and common usage of data for practicai purposes. When biodiversity data is
stored 50 as to facihtate such harmonisation, the recommendations of the giobai GB1F project
should be foiiowed as much as possibte, through a nationai adaptation of the GB1F.
Progress has been achieved as pianned with
the nationai ciearing-house system for biodiversity data (LUMONET). Progress on the co
ordination of LUMONET and the LUOMUS GB1F project with regard to the proposais made by
the TST group has been siow, however. intensifying this co-ordination couid lead to significant
improvements nationaily and internationaliy (see 4.12).
International Co-operation Finland has been activeiy working to impiement
the international eiements of the action pian (see 4.13). Finland has participated in projects
designed to promote the protection of Fennoscandia’s boreal coniferous forests in naturai areas
in neighbouring Russia, Estonia, Sweden and Norway, in co-operation with these countries’
nature conservation authorities and the administrators of protected areas that border on
Finland. One objective of such work is to create a chain of pairs of twinned protected areas
aiong the Finnish-Russian border from the Gulf of Finland to the River Paatsjoki in Northern
Lapland. This “green beit” wouid be a unique asset in the preservation of biodiversity in
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Europe. Cteating a well functioning network of protected areas also supports the EU’s biodiversity
strategy and the achievement of the 2010 objectives. Once completed, this green beit could
also be a suitable UNESCO world natural heritage site.
Finland has supported the work of the Giobal
Environmental Facility (GEF) financing projects designed to promote the preservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity in developing countries. Funding has also been provided for
the multilateral development work of the World Bank’s Trust Fund for Environmentally and
SociaIIy Sustainable Development (TFESSD) and the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research (CGIAR), both of which organizations are currently running projects related
to biodiversity. Finland has additionally funded several bilateral development projects related
to the protection of biodiversity. Development co-operation resources have also been used
to support biodiversity research and the international activities of NGOs related to biodiversity.
Finland’s financial contributions for development co-operation work retated to biodiversity have
been rising in recent years.
Conctusions of Both the sectoral responsibility for the
the monitoring group preservation, management and sustainable use
of biodiversity as defined in the action pian, and the sectoral integration of biodiversity have
been relatively wetl implemented in the various administrative spheres. Key stakeholder groups
have continued to promote the maintenance of biodiversity, and progress has been made
towards many of the action plan’s objectives during the monitoring period. StakehoLders have
also widely evaluated the impacts of their decisions and activities, and monitored the realisation
of their objectives. The ministries of agriculture and forestry, transport and communications,
the environment, and education, have ali continued to develop their operations and planning,
while also conducting training related to the management of biodiversity for empLoyees within
their sectors. Issues related to biodiversity have been duly considered in the renewal of
legislation in the Nature Conservation Act, the Forest Act, the Water Act, the Land Use and
Building Act, the Penal Code, and the Gene TechnoLogy Act and Decree (see 4.2).
In spite of these positive deveLopments, the
action pian has not been able to halt the impoverishment of biodiversity in Finland. This long
term decline has been difficult to reverse, due to factors such as the burden of centuries of
exploitative land use, and the increasing uniformity ot naturat habitats due to intensive land
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use and the overgrowing of open habitats. Deciining trends in the conservation status of forest
species seemed to siow during the 19905, but many species are stili evidentiy becoming
increasingiy endangered, especiaily the characteristic species of oid-growth forests in Southern
Finland (Rassi et ai. 2001, p. 360). The most recent surveys confirm that the prospects for
species associated with agricuiturai habitats are worsening (Kuussaari et ai. 2004). The iatest
assessment of the threatened status indicates that species associated with traditional agricuiturai
biotopes are deciining most rapidiy (Rassi et ai. 2001, p. 359), and such species are more
prominent in the red iist of 2001 than they were in the previous such survey conducted during
the 199os. Species associated with shore habitats have aiso suffered from a similar recent
deciine. Natural habitats in Finland are aiso threatened by various factors reiated to ctimate
change.
The monitoring group believes that in spite of
reasonab(e success in the imptementation of
the action ptan and other favourable trends, the
measures within the action pian alone wili not
be ab(e to haft or significantiy slow the declining
trend in biodiversity in Finland by 2010.
The monitoring group beiieves it is important to continue with the impiementation of the
current action pian untii the end of ts effective period. The greatest chaiienges within the pian
have been: (;) reaiising the sectorai responsibiiities aiiocated for stakehoider groups in the
pian in practice (inciuding the designation of protected areas); (2) identifying innovative
measures reiated to biodiversity; (3) increasing understanding of the contents and objectives
of the action pian; and (4) disseminating information on biodiversity at the regionai and iocai
ieveis, particuiariy with regard to faci[itating iand use pianning and decision-making.
(i) There is stili a need to get stakehoiders
committed to the action pian’s objectives, and the reiated co-operation, co-ordination and the
sharing of information, while aiso ensuring that funds and resources are suitabiy channeiied
into projects that support the pian (see Section 5). Wide-ranging co-operation and additionai
resources are particuiariy needed to deveiop biodiversity indicators and measures, the monitoring
and assessment of the state of biodiversity (see 4.4, 4.12 and .6), and data registers and
systems (see 4.12 and 4.13).
More resources are aiso needed for the
impiementation of the METSO Programme (see .i), for the protection and monitoring of species
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in need of special protection (see 5.2), and for the management of protected areas (see 5.3).
In spite of ncreases in the funding provided by the Ministry of the Environment, the finances
available for the management of protected areas are stili insufficient given the scope of this
work. The completion of current conservation programmes ovet the next few years will lead
to a rapid increase in the numbers of both state-owned protected areas undet the administration
of Metsähaltitus, and ptivate ptotected ateas, especially in Southern Finland. This increasing
workload is compounded by Finland’s obligations within the Natura 2000 programme, and by
the increasing importance of protected areas fot hiking, outdoor tecteation and nature tourism.
The monitoring group believes that widety based
co-operation and extensive resources are stili
needed for the imptementation of the action
pian. The financiat resources currently avallabie
for the estabLishment and management of
protected areas are insufflcient.
(2) Erom the perspective of the sodat acceptability of the preservation of biodiversity, it is vety
important to find economic and employment opportunities related to the ptesetvation,
management and sustainable use of biodivetsity. Multidisciplinary teseatch and the participation
of the Economic and Emptoyment Centres ate needed in the devetopment of innovations,
employment and tivelihoods related to biodivetsity (see 4.8). The labour authotities have stated
theit willingness to provide finances or othet suppott fot the maintenance of biodiversity
wherever the preservation, management or sustainable use of biodivetsity can help to cteate
temporary or permanent jobs, or guatantee the availability of labour. Opportunities to expand
job ttaining in relation to the sustainable management of natural tesoutces, recreational
activities and nature tourism should particularly be explored. A tepott on economic linkages
related to biodiversity is currently being ptepated by the Sustainable Use of Biological Resources
Expert Group (see Appendix).
The monitoring group believes that research
into the hnkages between biodiversity and socio
economic factors shoutd be continued under the
new action pian for the period 2006—2016,
particutarty with regard to economic and
empioyment opportunities.
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() The monitoring group is stiil seeking practicai exampies ot ways to impiement the national
action pian through favourabie measures, particuiariy at the regional and iocal leveis. According
to the monitoring group’s proposais, a national report shouid be drafted on regional successes
in creating empioyment reiated to such issues as environmental management and protection,
nature tourism, and the recreationai use of natural areas. Prejudices against nature conservation
schemes can be reduced through such measures as the voluntary pilot conservation projects
within the METSO Programme, and through communications and publicity materiais based on
retabie data. Speciai attention should be given to increasing peopie’s understanding of compiex
issues such as the availability of genetic resources and the benefits from their exploitation.
The monitoring group betieves that pubiic
awareness and approvat of nationat nature
conservation poiicies and the nationat action
pian shouLd be increased through materiais
based on retiabie data and pubtished on the
internet or in pubiications, articles and press
releases etc. Such publicfty materiais can heLp
the pubiic to understand both the ecoiogicat
grounds for maintaining biodiversity, and the
reiated socio-economic benefits.
() More information has become avaiiable during the monitoring period about biodiversity
in Finland and the maintenance of biodiversity, particuiariy concerning threatened species and
habitats and the representativeness of protected areas. Aithough basic research on biodiversity
15 important from a scientiflc perspective, making practical use of such information in the
preservation, management and sustainabte use of biodiversity has not aiways been easy, due
to the fragmented nature ot research themes and the basic nature ot the research resuits. Co
operation and the exchange of information between researchers, the authorities and other
actors should be further supported also in the new national biodiversity programme.
Data related to biodiversity is widely dispersed,
and largely stored in non-compatible formats. Ihis means that converting the data to make
it useful for purposes other than its original intended use can be very laborlous at present.
Data from biodiversity monitoring and other significant sources should be compiled into a
widely availabia meta-databank in the LUMONET clearing-house, which should include information
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on monitoring work, ts organisers, and reports, as weii as the data itseif. This databank shouid
incorporate existing materiais compiied duting various projects. The objective 15 to produce
a databank where each contributor is responsible for the maintenance of their own materiais
and data system eiements, but where specific sections of the materiais compiled are automaticaiiy
avaiiabie to other specified data-users. This wiii aiso facilitate international reporting.
The monitoring group belleves that speciat
attention shouLd be paid to the communication
of monitoring data to pLanners working at the
regionat and (ocal (evet, and other groups who
need such information.
in 2003, the monitoring group began to compiie nationai biodiversity objectives for inciusion
in the nationai action pian for sustainabie deveiopment. The ministries of agricuiture and
forestry, environment, transport and communications, and foreign aftairs have aiso participated
in this work. A good basis for the continuation of this work is the Ministry ofAgricuiture and
Forestry’s needs anaiysis for activities concerning renewabie naturai resources and the countryside
(2004), which was produced to meet the requirements of the action pian defined at the
Johannesburg Worid Summit on Sustainabie Deveiopment (WSSD, 2002).
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4.1 Environmentat A multi-disciplinary expert group is evatuating
impact assessments (EIA) the environmental impacts of the NationatAction
PIan for Biodiversity in Finland 1997-2005,
considering ecologicat, economicat and social
perspectives. The various aspects of the concept
of biodiversity and objectives related to the
preservation of biodiversity are examined in
various specific circumstances through EIA
procedures.
A scientific evaluation process was started Ii 2004 by the Ministry of the Environment and
the monitoring group for the nationat action pian, in order to examine the state of biodiversity
in Finland, current trends, and the effectiveness and adequacy of the measures within the
nationai attion pian. The resuits of this evaiuation wiiii be considered during the drafting of
a new nationai action pian for the period 2006—2010, which wiii commence during 2005. The
evaiuation of the biodiversity impacts of the METSO Forest Biodiversity Programme for Southern
Finland wiii be organised to aiiow the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry ofAgricuiture
and Forestry to draft a comprehensive evaiuation of the ecoiogicai, sociai and economic impacts
of the METSO Programme by 2006.
The Nationai Road Administration has deveioped
and standardised E1A procedures to faciiitate the pianning of road maintenance and decision
making. The Iegaiiy deflned E1A methods were appiied during the period 2002—2003 for ten
road projects, a raii project (the new Kerava-Lahti line) and one seaway project (at Örö in the
Archipeiago Sea). The Nationai Road Administration has pubiished various guides examining
E1A processes through exampies, and has aiso prepared speciai road maintenance programmes
(Guideiines for project impact anaiysis; Road maintenance pian for the Savo-Kareta road district
2000—2010; Guideiines for the deveiopment of trunk roads; Guideiines for winter road maintenance
2001; and Nationai Road Administration strategy 2003—2006).
A handbook has been pubiished by the Finnish
Environment institute (SYKE) to heip iocai pianners to consider biodiversity whiie drafting pians
and to heip assess the impacts ot proposed deveiopments on nature (Söderman 2003). This
handbook contains guidelines for the ecoiogicai and biodiversity impact surveys carried out
during EiAs, pianning processes, and surveys required for the Natura 2000 network according
to the Nature Conservation Act. The handbook aiso contains background information on
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evaluating ecotogicat impacts, legislation, survey methods and checklists, and is intended for
proect Ieaders, consultants, planners, regionat environment centres and the permit authorities.
The Finnish Environment Institute has also pubtished a preliminary report on the need for
ecological surveys to be duly certified.
Improvements were made during 2004 in the
participation of forestry organisations in planning, through a project carried out by the Ministry
ofAgriculture and Forestry and the Forestry Development Centre Tapio. The project has aimed
to develop new forms of co-operation between planners and forestry organisations, in order
to improve the quality of planning with regard to the needs of forestry. The project invotved
key stakeho[der groups in the areas being planned.
4.2 Legistation Legislation controtting varlous activities wit[
continue to be revised to ensure that issues
related to biodiversity are given due
consideration.
Water tegistation The new Act on the Management of
Water Resources
The new Act on the Management ot Water Resources came into force on 31.12.2004. This new
Legislation primarily aims to meet the obtigations of the EU’s Water Framework Directive with
regard to the management of water resources. The main objectives ofwater resource management
are to protect, enhance and restore water resources 50 as to prevent deterioration in the state
of groundwater and surface water bodies, and to ensure that their water quatity status is at
Least “good”. The quality status of surface water resources is deflned on the basis of their
ecologicaL or chemicat state, whichever is worse. Groundwater resources are ctassified according
to their quantitative and chemicaL properties. Water resource management invotves the joint
consideration of the needs of different water users, taking into account factors including the
need to promote sustainable use with regard to protecting resources in the long term, the
recreationaL use of water resources, the economic aspects of the water supply, flood protection,
water-borne diseases, and the need to protect aquatic ecosystems and the terrestriaL and
wettand ecosystems Iinked to them.
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Proposais from the Water Act Proposals related to the complete renewat of
commission for a new Water Act the Water Act (264/1961) were submitted to the
Ministry ofJustice by the WaterAct Commission Ofl 16.6.2004 (Commission report 2004:2
Ministry of Justice). This report contains proposals for a new Water Act drafted in the form of
government proposals, which wiLL be further processed within the Ministry of Justice. The
objective of the act is to promote, organise and harmonise the use of water resources to make
it socially, economically and ecotogically sustainable; while also reducing and preventing
damage caused by water and the use of water resources; and improving the state of water
resources and aquatic environments.
Legistation on ftying squirrets in At the request of the European Commission, the
the Nature Conservation Act and Nature Conservation Act was changed on 1.7.2004
the Forest Act to bring the wording of Section 49 into Line with
the l2th Article of the Habitats Directive. Section 49 of the Act forbids the destruction or
degradation of breeding and resting sites used by species Iisted in Annex IV (a) of the Habitats
Directive. Negotiations are stilI continuing between EU member states and the Commission
about guidelines for the interpretation ofArticle 12, through a special working group set up
by the Habitats Committee. Section 49 of the Nature Conservation Act has been particularly
controversial within the forestry sector with regard to the habitats of the flying squirrel — a
species Iisted in Annex IV (see 4.3). The presence of flying squirrels is vety difficult to ascertain,
and in some areas breeding and resting sites may be quite abundant.
At the end of 2002, a working group set up by
the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry issued proposals on how flying squirrels should be
considered in forestry. Several issues retated to flying squirrels remained unresolved in 2003.
One problem was that there were no detailed definitions concerning what changes would
constitute the destruction or degradation of the squirrels’ breeding and resting sites. Some
Iight was cast on this issue by a Supreme Administrative Court decision (2003:38). Another
probiem has been that there are no clear regulations connected to Section 49 of the Nature
Conservation Act on compensation for forest owners, and that Iogging could be interrupted
and delayed indefinitely due to the Iack ot speedy offlcial procedures.
The issue of compensation has now been
resolved by changing the Act to allow forest owners to obtain compensation for any signiflcant
Losses they incur due to conservation measures. New offlcial regulations related to flying
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squirrels were added to the Forest Act and the Nature Conservation Act to speed up and clarify
such proceedings. Laws protecting flying squirrels have been clarified in the new Section 14b
of the revised Forest Act, which defines the procedures to be followed where flying squirrels’
bteeding and resting sites are identified in areas where Iogging 15 planned. lf a declaration
of intent to log a site, as submitted to the regional forestry centre at Iatest 14 days before
logging 15 due to commence, concerns a site where flying squirre[s rest or breed, the forestry
centre must immediately notify the regional environment centre, the landowner and any of
his/her representatives, and the holder of the logging rights. In this context legislation was
added to the Nature Conservation Act in the new Section 72a, which stipulates that on receipt
of notification from the forestry centre the environment centre should start to define the precise
tocation of the squirrels’ breeding and resting site, and the forestry methods which can be
applied therein. The environment centre must present its decision without delay after receiving
the notiflcation from the forestry centre.
The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry and the
Ministry of the Environment have also provided guidelines for the forestry centres and regional
environment centres concerning how to define, delimit and safeguard the breeding and resting
sites of flying squirrets during the management of forests. The changes in the legislation on
forests and nature conservation related to flying squirrels came into force on 1.7.2004.
The Forest Act Using funding provided by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry, the Forestry Development Centre Tapio and WWF Finland prepared a
report during 2003 about the need to modify the application of Section 6 of the Forest Act.
If a forest site to be logged contain features that have special signiflcance in terms of the
preservation of biodiversity, the landscape, or the basis for the multiple use of the forest,
Section 6 of the Forest Act allows fe[ling to be carried out as long as due consideration 5
given to the area’s special features. The report indicated that new guidelines are needed, since
this legislation 15 currently being applied inconsistently.
In 2004 Partiament added a new Section i8a to
the Forest Act, making deliberately obstructing ogging work an oftence punishable by fines.
This deliberate obstruction of logging 15 defined as any unauthorised presence in the immediate
vicinity of a site where logging 5 to take place, with the intent to disrupt the logging work,
which effectively prevents logging. According to the Forest Act’s new Section 14c, landowners
or their appointed holders of logging rights may apply to forestry centres for information on
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key habitats with regard to proposals for the use of a forest site. Ihis information legally
binds the forestry centres, and is intended to improve and guarantee landowners’ legal rights.
The L.and Use and Bullding Act lmprovements were made to the application of
the Land Use and Bui!ding Act in forestry through a project ted by the Forestry Development
Centre Tapio in 2002. Participants in this project included forestry organisations, Landowners’
organisations, the Ministry of the Environment and the Association of Finnish Local and Regional
Authorities. On this basis, a joint working group ted by the Ministry of the Environment assessed
the eftectiveness of the Land Use and BuiLding Act, and proposed that the duration ot permits
for systematic feLling related to Iandscaping work should be extended from three years to ten
years. The new legislation came into force on 1.9.2004.
The Gene TechnoLogy Act A new Gene TechnologyAct and Gene Technology
Decree were drafted by a working group set up by the Ministry of Social Affairs and HeaLth,
and came into force in September 2004.
The Penat Code Legislation on hunting, fishing and the use and
management of forests have been included in the Penal Code according to the Government
proposais ot 8.11.2001. Various naturat resource offences punishable by imprisonment have
been moved from other Legislation into a new natural resource offences section within the
Pena! Code. Offences punishabte by fines are sti!! Largety covered by the Hunting Act, the Fishing
Act, and the Forest Act.
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4.3 Threatened species Fintand’s network of protected areas is being
and biotopes extended, maintained and managed as necessary,
invotving extensive co-operation between aIL
the parties invotved.
Protected areas, wilderness areas DetaiLs of Finland’s established protected areas
and nature conservation programmes and wilderness areas and their totaL areas are
presented in TabLe 1. Government-approved national nature conservation programmes have
been implemented and improved in line with the funding programme for the period 1996—2007
approved by the economic policy ministeriaL board of Prime Minister Paavo Lipponen’s First
Government (see IabLe 2, Section 5.1). Over the period 1996—2003 a totaL area of almost
220,000 hectares was procured by the State for the purposes of protection through nature
conservation programmes or otherwise designated as protected areas. During 2003 nature
conservation programmes were impLemented for a totaL area of about 30,000 hectares. At the
beginning of 2004 a totaL area of 130,000 ha within proposed conservation programmes had
yet to be protected. A large proportion of this area consists of bird wetLands. Ihese programmes
are due to be impLemented by the end of 2007 (see s.i).
Table 1. Total areas of protected areas of different Idnds and wilderness areas established by 1.1.2004.
The Rapids Protection Act additionally protects 53 rapids, river mouths or drainage basinsagainst
development for hydropower. There is also separate legislation preventing such developments along
the rivers Ounasjoki and Kyrönjoki (Ministry of the Environment 2004).
Protected areas no. total area (ha)
Nationalparks 35 817000
StHct nature reserves 19 153 000
Protected mires 173 449 000
Protected herb-rich woodlands 53 1 300
Old-growth forests 92 10 000
Seal reserves 7 19 000
Other nature reserves 39 46 000
Nature reserves set up by Metsähallitus 24 800
Nature resenes on private land 3 438 122 000
Total 3880 1618100
Wilderness areas 12 1 489 000
Total 3892 3107100
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Table 2. The impiementation of conservation programmes by 1.12002. The areas notyetestablished are mainly
hmd areas, although the waterfowl habitats conservation programme also includes waters. The esker conservalon
programrne (covering approx. 94,000 ha) has fbI been incltided here, as it ts largelv being implemented under
the Mineral Extraction Act and Decree. A separate governrnent decision-in-piinciple on nationally valuahle
hmdscapes and the development of landscape managernent covei’s another 156 areas. Rapids protected against
exploitafion for hvdropower are also excluded from the table (Ministn of the Ensi ronment 2004).
Estabtished Notyet estabtished
Legally’ desingnated Private State
protected a,eas iature owned Private
Natitre conseruation Total Land Water reserves tand laud
programme area ba ha lia ha ha
National parks5 827 500 735 500 81 500
-- 7 500 3 000
Strict nature reserves’5 153 400 150 800 2 600 -- 0 0
Mire conseiation progratnme 621 300 437 600 It 100 9 900 137 000 28 700
Waterfowl habitats 74 750
--
-- 19 200 9 350 46 200
conservalion prograrnrne
Shore conservation 105 t50 --
-- 18 700 64 950 21 500
programme
Herb-rich forest 6 760 1 25t) 10 1 700 2 000 1 800
conservation programrne
Programme for the protection
of old-growth forests 320 600 9 800 200 2 000 305 400 3 200
Other nature reserves** 65 800 38 800 27 000 -- --
--
Other nature reserves on
private land 19 000
--
-- 19 000 -- --
Privately-owned tvaters 46 $00
--
-- 46 800 -- --
Wilderness areas t 489 000 1 379 000 110 000 -- -- --
Natura 2000, new areas** 79 500 -- -- 4 700 52 800 22 000
Toisi 3812560 2752750 2324t0 122000 57900f) 126400
* According to the national parks and strict nature reserves devetoprnent programme (1978),
anti subsequent government decistons on the designation or expansion of nallonat parks.
** This figure inctudes, for instance, seat reserves 111 statc-owned waters protected hy a speciat decree on 15.9.2001
(19,190 lis).
Tms section only inctudes naturc reserves first protecled in 1998 spccificatty for the Natura 2000 network under
the Nature Conservatton Act. Other areas within the Natura 2000 nettvork had aiready previousty heen ptotected under
other prograninles.
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Finland’s network of national parks was extended during the monitoring period 2002—2004
to a total of 35 parks. Legislation designating new parks at Repovesi and Leivonmäki was
approved on 1.1.2003 and 1.3.2003, respectively. Ihese parks added ecologically valuable areas
of forest, mire and shore habitat to the network of protected areas in Southern Finland, and
their designation was influenced by local and national needs and initiatives. Both parks are
particularly significant with regard to the recreational use of natural areas and the development
of nature tourism.
The management and The management and administration of protected
administration of protected areas areas in Finland is largely the responsibility of
Metsähallitus. During 2002 Metsähallitus took over the administration of protected areas
amounting to 6r,8oo ha from the Finnish Forest Research lnstitute (Metla), and 6,300 ha from
the Ministry of Defence. The most important of these areas were the national parks of Pallas
Ounastunturi and Pyhätunturi; the strict nature reserves of Pisavaara and Karkali; and the
Aulanko Nature Reserve. Areas obtained from the Ministry of Defence particularly include island
and esker habitats that are important for the conservation of threatened species.
National parks, strict nature reserves, other
nature reserves, wilderness areas and national hiking areas are managed to preserve their
valuable natural features, and to promote recreational activities within the scope of everyman’s
right of access to the land. The same principles are applied in state-owned waters and parts
of lakes under common ownership. Nature conservation work can provide employment, create
a basis for nature tourism and scientific research, and also promote the sustainable use of
state-owned commercially managed forests. Decisions concerning the objectives of conservation
activities are made annually by Parliament, with details resolved by the Ministry of the
Environment for protected areas, and the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry where commercially
managed forests are concerned.
Natura 2000 In January 2004 the Government decided on
Finland’s last proposals to complete the national Natura 2000 network. The national network
was expanded according to the request of the European Commission. The additions brought
up the total area of Finland’s proposed Natura 2000 network to around 4.9 million hectares.
About 3.6m ha (73 %) of this total area consists of and areas, and i.im ha (27 %) is covered
by water. The complete proposed network includes 1,813 sites that meet the requirements of
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the EU’s Bird and Habitats Directives, of which 87 are in the autonomous Äland lslands Province.
In autumn 2004 proposals concerning the reassessment of data or the inclusion in the network
of 133 sites were presented for public comment.
Most of the areas within these new proposals
are aiready protected or designated for protection under existing conservation programmes.
Almost ali of the Natura sites (97 %) have already been estabtished as protected areas through
national decisions, or are already included in national conservation programmes, or are otherwise
protected. The European Commission approved Finland’s Natura 2000 network propo5als on
13.1.2005.
Some of the areas proposed for the Natura
network may continue to be commercially forested — for instance where the preservation of
the valuable natural features of these sites can be adequately safeguarded through regulations
covered by legislation in the Forest Act, the Mineral Extraction Act or the Land Use and Building
Act. The use of forests in such areas has been considered jointly by the Ministry ofAgriculture
and Forestry, the Ministry of the Environment and the Forestry Development Centre Tapio.
During 2002 the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry and the Ministry of the Environment
produced a joint memorandum on the management of suth forests. Also in 2002, the two
ministries and Tapio published a guide informing forest owners and wood procurement
organisations what kind of forestry work can be done in Natura sites.
A working group set up by the Ministry of the
Environment to assess the use and management of Natura 2000 sites reported on the need
for land use and management plans (Ministry of the Environment 2002). The report examined
the applicability of existing planning systems with regard to tand use and management in
Natura sites, as well as assessing the need for new forms of planning. Land use and management
in Natura sites is controlled by general and use and management plans.
Since Natura 2000 sites account for the majority
of the existing network of protected areas managed by Metsähallitus, Metsähallitus will manage
and restore habitats in the proposed sites within existing funding frameworks, which have
recently been enhanced through the METSO Programme. The EU also contributes to habitat
managemeot and restoration in Natura 2000 sites through LIFE Nature funds.
Threatened habitats In 2003 the Finnish Environment lnstitute (SYKE)
launched a major evaluation of the threatened status of Finnish biotopes, which wiIl result in
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a red tist of Finland’s threatened biotopes, due to be published Iii 2007. This project began
with a preliminary report covering possible ways to evaluate biotopes. This report will help
to improve future evaluations of the state of biotopes and the need for habitat restoration;
improve the coverage of insufflciently known biotopes in inventories; channel conservation
and management efforts to biotopes where the need is greatest; direct monitoring more
purposefully for varlous biotopes; and ensure that ecotogical surveys, monitoring and assessment
work carried out in difterent parts of the country are standardised and more comparable.
Heritage Iandscapes The Ministry of the Environment’s Heritage
Landscape Management Working Group examined the current state of Finland’s heritage
landscapes and their management, as well as the need for more management and restoration
work (Ministry of the Environment 2000b). The working group’s proposals included improved
heritage landscape management methods, new objectives and management organisation,
funding, and the development of support organisations (management, restoration, methods
and funding). On the basis of these considerations, co-operation between various interest
groups has been improved, and research and monitoring work has been intensified, Such
developments have been based on the experiences of local farmers and other residents, as
well as the desire to preserve meadowland, wooded pastures and grazing lands with their
characteristic fiora and fauna.
Surveys conducted over the period 1992—1998
recorded 3,694 sites with valuable traditional agricultural biotopes, covering a totat area of
18,640 hectares. About half of this total area consists of forest pastures. Marshland meadows,
dry and moist meadows, seashore meadows, wooded pastures and other biotopes each
accounted for about a tenth of the total area. The category other biotopes here includes flelds
and former flelds, as well as farmyards and areas of forest included in heritage landscape sites.
Moorland, rocky meadows and areas of forest previously cleared for cultivation using “slash
and burn” methods each account for about 1—2 % of the total area. The scarcest biotopes are
wooded meadows used for the collection of hay and leafy fodder, of which there 15 a total
area of about 20-30 hectares in Finland. Traditionat agricultural biotopes are much more
numerous and extensive in SW Finland than etsewhere in the country. Extensive flood meadows,
marshland meadows and seashore meadows occur widely in northern provinces, but are virtually
absent from the province of Uusimaa on the south coast.
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Aquatic ecosystems A major io-year inventory of marine ecosystems
(VELMU) was started up by the Ministry of the Environment lfl 2004, on the basis of a pilot
project carried out during 2003 in the Archipelago Sea. VELMU forms part o[ the impiementation
of the national Baitic Sea Protection Programme approved by the Finnish Government on
26.4.2002, which involves various administrative organisations working under different ministries,
as well as universities, research institutes, NGOs and businesses. The Baltic Sea Protection
Programme includes more than 30 measures designed to reduce emissions of the nutrients
that lead to eutrophication. Domestic measures focus on emissions from the agricultural sector,
while foreign investments are largely directed towards improving the treatment of wastewater
in St Petersburg. The programme 15 to be implemented ovet a petiod of 10—15 years, at a cost
of some 200—370 million euros. One significant element of VELMU is the MERLIN inventory
of state-owned watets in the Baltic Sea administered by Metsähallitus. MERLIN will ptovide
information on locai and regional needs related to the planning, management, use and protection
of these waters, as well as ecological data. Metsähallitus dtafted a strategy in 2000 covering
an almost unbtoken belt of state-owned watets and marine ptotected areas stretching [tom
the eastetn Gulf of Finland ali the way to the notthetn end of the Gulf of Bothnia. This strategy
aims to improve the protection, management, use and monitoring of the marine life and
habitats within this zone.
Other vatuable habitats Surveys of the habitats of special importance
defined in the Forest Act (1093/1996), the key biotopes specifled in the Natute Conservation
Act (1096/1996), and othet key biotopes have been continuing in areas undet various types
of ownership.
Valuabte forest habitats The METE sutvey of fotest habitats of special
importance as defined in the Forest Act in privately owned forests was completed duting 2004
aftet six yeats of wotk. Sutveys of fotest habitats by the Lapland Regional Forestry Centte
nevertheless continued duting 2004, and will continue into 2005 in Northern Ostrobothnia. A
summary of the survey data reveaied that 95,922 sites containing habitats of special importance
wete found in ptivate fotests, coveting a total atea of 59,905 hectates. The most abundant
of these habitats wete the surroundings o[ btooks and streams (30 Olo), sparsely wooded mires
(25 %) and tocky habitats (io o/ Considering that not ali such habitats wete likely to have
been identified during the surveys, it can be estimated that habitats coveted by the Fotest
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Act may cover a total area of 75,000 ha of privatety owned forests, in 120,000 sites when
property boundaries are considered.
The habitats of special importance accounted
overall for an average of 0.5 ¾ of the commercially managed forests surveyed. FieId surveyors
also collected data on sites that were not thought to fulfil the criteria for habitats of special
importance as defined in the Forest Act, but which differed enough [rom the surrounding
commercially managed forests to be valuable in terms of biodiversity (known as “other valuable
habitats”). Approximately 58,000 such sites were surveyed, with a total area of 66,800 ha. The
quality and comparabitity of the survey data is being examined through a research project at
the University of Jyväskylä, which began in 2004. Major forest industry companies have
conducted similar surveys in their own forest hotdings, as has Metsähallitus in the state-owned
forests It administers, through landscape ecological planning (see 4.4).
The data from the METE surveys can be used
to prepare summaries of the numbers and distribution of sites at regional forestry centre and
municipal Ievel. The policy of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 15 that information on
speciflc sites 15 covered by privacy taws, and such information can only be published with the
forest owner’s permission. The completion of the METE surveys meant that the related funding
became available for environmental forestry subsidies (see 5.5).
Biotopes specified in The key biotopes specifled in the Nature
the Nature Conservation Act Conservation Act were surveyed by regional
environment centres over the period 1998—2004, co-ordinated by the Finnish Environment
lnstitute (SYKE). Of the approximately 2,000 potential sites surveyed, about half met the
relevant criteria within the Act. Most of these sites are on private land. The emphasis during
surveys conducted in 2004 was on forest biotopes. The average extent of the sites surveyed
was about two hectares, but the forest biotopes were typically smaller than two hectares. A
total of 257 forest sites dominated by nemoral deciduous tree species have been delimited,
as wetl as 89 hazel groves and 31 common alder woods. The boundaries of 454 of these
biotopes (with a total area of 816 ha) had been deflned altogether by the end ot October 2004.
The funding of the management and restoration
of protected areas is being organised to ensure
that their biodiversity can be preserved.
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The Forest and peatland habitat restoration expert group (ENTRY) reported on the need for
habitat restoration in state-owned protected areas, suitabie measures, and the related research
and monitoring work (Ministry of the Environment 2003a). The group proposed, for instance,
that MetsähaHitus should restore around 29,000 ha of forest habitats and 20,000 ha of artificially
drained peatland habitats in state-owned lands under its administration by 2012. The average
quantities of decaying wood in protected forests in Southern Finland and Ostrobothnia should
be increased by about 30 cubic metres per hectare over the next 20 years. The group also
suggested that Metsähallitus and the Finnish Forest Research Institute (Metla) should create
a network of burnt forest habitats in their protected areas. The need for habitat restoration
in nature reserves on private land should be assessed together with landowners by 2007.
Metsähallitus has estimated that habitat
restoration work is needed in a total area of 33,000 ha within the state-owned protected areas
the organisation administers in Southern Finland, western parts of Oulu province and SW
Lapland. In 2003 Metsähallitus began restoration work using funding from the METSO Programme.
During the first year of the METSO Programme the focus was on the drafting of restoration
plans. A total of 56 restoration plans were drafted, covering more than i8,ooo ha, with habitat
restoration measures planned for almost 4,200 ha in ali. During 2003 Metsähallitus restored
1,170 ha of forest habitat and 1,030 ha of peatland habitat in the region covered by the METSO
Programme. Metsähallitus has also restored many small water features and purposefuHy
managed waterfowl habitats and other valuable wetland sites. Natural flsh stocks have also
been reinforced by restoring natural conditions in streams that had been cleared out. Streams
have also been surveyed and classified, and the need for their restoration has been assessed.
The funding of habitat management and
restoration in protected areas is described in section 5.3.
A programme of objectives, funding and action
for the protection of forests in Southern Finland
has been prepared on the basis of needs analysis
for immediate impiementation. New methods
are being used in the imptementation and
funding of this programme.
The Council of State made a decision-in-principle in October 2002 that the METSO action pian
for forest biodiversity should be added to the National Forest Programme 2010. One objective
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of the National Forest Programme 2010* lS to ensure that forest species and habitats achieve
and maintain a favourable conservation status through a sufflcient combination of protected
areas and suitably managed commercially managed forests. This decision was based on the
deliberations of the government-appointed Southern Finland Forest Protection Programme
Committee (METSO Committee)** The METSO Committee was set up to draft proposals for a
programme of objectives, funding and action for the protection of forests in Southern Finland,
SW Lapland, and the western part of Oulu Province. The committee also set quantitative targets
and schedules for the protection of the region’s forests, and reported on the necessary protection
measures and their financing, as well as the preparedness and capability of different actors
in the forestry sector to promote conservation. Reports also had to consider the economic
impacts of the proposed measures on households, businesses and the national economy, as
well as their social and employment impacts. — a widely based committee including representatives
of 25 interest groups, 5 experts, a chairperson and 3 secretaries. Before the committee started
work, needs and deRciencies relating to forest protection in Southern Finland and Ostrobothnia
were examined by the ESSU expert group, appointed by the Ministry of the Environment
(Ministry of the Environment 2oooa).
The METSO Programme for the preservation of
biodiversity in forests in Southern Finland, Oulu Province and SW Lapland includes proposals
for 17 measures aiming to promote forest biodiversity particularly over the period 2003—2007,
but with some measures continuing until 2014 (see 5.5). Some of these measures are based
on existing methods, while others are new types of measures that have to be evaluated through
pilot projects or preliminary reports. The basic principle behind the committee’s proposals is
that forest biodiversity should be safeguarded through co-operation between different
stakeholders, with landowners involved on a voluntary basis. The protection of biodiversity
in existing protected areas and state-owned commercially managed forests is also being
improved through the programme. ln May 2003 the METSO criteria working group set up by
* lue objective of the National Forest Progrtunme 20tt) ts to ensure that forest species and habitats achjeve and tnatntain a
favourahle conservatton stalus tiirouglt a suffident combinatjon of protected areas and suitubly tnaitaged commerctally managed
forests.
** The METSO Comtnittee set up to drafl proposais for a programme of objectives, funcling and auton for the protection
of forests in Southem Finland, SW Laplattd, and the weslern parI of Oulu Prosince. The comntittee also set quantitative targets
and schedules for the proteclon of the region’s foresCs, and reported on the necessarv proteclion measures and their financing,
as well as the preparedness and rapability of different actors in the foresiry sector to promote conservation. Reports also had
10 constder the economjc tmpacts of the proposed nieasures on housetiolds, husjnesses and the national economy; as well
as thetr social and employment tmpacts.
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the Ministry of the Environment published ecoiogicai criteria for the seiection of sites for habitat
restoration and management projects in protected areas, as weii as sites on privately owned
iand for inclusion in pilot conservation projects (Ministry of the Environment 2oo3b). Adopted
criteria are aiready being appiied in thematic pilot projects within the METSO Programme (see
4.4).
A comprehensive evaiuation of the ecoiogicat,
sociat and economic impacts of the METSO Programme is to be compiied by the end of 2006.
The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry is responsibie for the overail monitoring and evaluation
of the programme, which is supported by the Forest Council. The Finnish Forest Research
lnstitute (Metia) is responsibie for the evaluation of economic and sociai impacts, whiie the
Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) wiii assess ecoiogicai impacts. The monitoring and impact
evaluation of METSO is supported by the MOSSE biodiversity research programme, the
environmental ciuster research programme and a research programme examining data deficient
forest species (see 4.11). The Forest Councii’s Safeguarding ecoiogicai sustainability working
group is responsibie for monitoring and the reiated reporting to the councii. The biodiversity
impacts of METSO are monitored by the Ministry ot the Environment through the monitoring
group for the national action pian for biodiversity. The METSO Programme has been activeiy
publicised (www.mmm.fl/metso).
Amendments to the Act for the Financing of
Sustainabie Forestry, designed to faciiitate the administration ot the METSO Programme’s natural
vatues trading schemes and forest biodiversity co-operation networks, came into force on
1.7.2003. The Ministry ofAgricuiture and Forestry controis natural values trading through the
foiiowing tegistation: Section 19a — new triais invoiving naturat values trading; and Section
19 — environmentat forestry subsidies. The Ministry of the Environment supports naturat vatues
trading schemes through deveiopment funding. Forest biodiversity co-operation networks have
been set up for four seiected regional projects: in coastai Ostrobothnia, the Lohja region,
Häme, and broad-Leaved woodiands in Centrai Karetia. These projects witti assess the effectiveness
of the various measures within the METSO Programme under different regionat conditions
through different forms of co-operation between various organisations. These co-operation
networks are co-ordinated with projects within the MOSSE research programme.
Metsähailitus pubtished a new environmentat
forestry guide in spring 2004, which changes the forestry practices appiied in state-owned
forests in Line with the proposais of the METSO Committee. Guidernes have been designed
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according to the iatest research findings in conservation biology, and particuiariy aim to increase
the quantities of decaying wood in forests significantiy, and to help minimise the negative
environmental impacts of forest management. The guide was taken into use in ali state-owned
commerciatiy managed forests by the end of 2004.
A major inventory of state-owned commerciaiiy
managed forests, as proposed by the METSO Committee, was begun during 2003, and wiii
invoive the assessment of a total area of 200,000 ha according to the ecoiogicai criteria
mentioned above. lnventoried areas wlli be ciassified as sites to be protected, sites to be
restored, and other sites with signiflcant biodiversity. Sites that do not meet any of the criteria
wiil remain in commerciai use. Candscape pianning may aiso be required as part of certain
METSO measures.
The protection and management of threatened
species popuLations are being organised
according to the action pLan, as is the associated
research and monitoring work. Adequate funding
must be guaranteed for monitoring the status
of species that require speciat protection.
The protection and management of populations of threatened species is the responsibility o[
Metsähatiitus in state-owned lands, and of regional environment centres in co-operation with
the local authorities on private land. Threatened species must be surveyed, monitored and
managed in protected areas and in privately owned forests with the help of expert networks
set up by the environmental administration. Due to a shortage of resources, such work 15 only
carried out for very few known occurrences of threatened species (see 5.2). Data on their
occurrence 15 kept in the national data system maintained by the environmental administration,
and in some cases aiso in regional threatened species registers and geographical data systems.
This data 15 then applied in species protection and monftoring work, in land use planning, and
in Metsähatiitus’s natural resource plans and landscape ecotogical plans, for instance.
Regionat environment centres are largety
responsible for the designation of sites to protect occurrences of species in need of special
protection. Metsähallitus and the Ministry of the Environment have agreed on corresponding
procedures to be applied in state-owned lands. Under this agreement Metsähailitus may
designate sites on state-owned tands to preserve viable and significant occurrences ofvulnerable
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and endangered species that are not subject to external threats. In other cases, sites are
designated by the regional environment centre. During the period 2002—2004 the regional
environment centres designated about 40 sites to protect the occurrences of threatened species.
Metsähallitus 15 responsible for the protection
and population monitoring of 24 nationally threatened species, and also organises the regional
monitoring of other threatened species or species listed in directives during certain years by
agreement. Metsähallitus also works to help preserve species in commercially managed areas,
in some cases through wide-ranging co-operation as part of EU LIFE projects, for instance.
Information on breeding goiden eagles 15 used to define the amounts of compensation paid
to reindeer herders (see 5.2).
On 1.7.2004 the Ministry ofAgriculture and
Forestry and the Ministry of the Environment published guidetines for the offlcials of forestry
centres and regional environment centres concerning how to define and safeguard flying
squirrels’ resting and breeding sites during the use of forests (see 4.2). In September 2004
the Forestry Development Centre Tapio pubLished a bookiet about flying squirrels for forest
owners and foresters. Tapio has atso provided foresters with training and educational materiais
about flying squirrels. The Ministry of the Environment has meanwhile been funding a separate
research project surveying flying squirrel populations.
The training of the police and public prosecutors
is being devetoped to ensure the Nature
Conservation Act is duty impLemented, incLuding
Legislation protecting threatened species.
Training for customs officiaLs, the police and prosecutors retated to the observance of the
Nature Conservation Act 15 being organised, particuLarly with regard to legistation on threatened
species. Training for customs offlciaLs about nature conservation and CITES legislation has
continued since 1997, with officials receiving 2—3 days training a year. Training for newty
recruited customs officiats includes a special course unit on these issues. Training has also
been organised for members of the potice force. The Office of the Prosecutor-General has
continued and expanded the training that has been provided since 2000 for prosecutors
specialising in nature conservation and environmentat offences. Special meetings are held
annually involving representatives of poLice forces and the environmental authorities, with
training given by experts from the environmentat administration.
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4.4 The sustainable in addition to promoting the preservation and
use of naturat resources management of biodiversity, the UN Convention
on BiotogicaL Diversity aims to promote the
sustainable use of naturat resources. This
objective has been most successfully achieved
in Finbnd in the agricuttural and (orestry sedors.
Regionat forestry The regional forestry programmes covered by
objectives programmes the Forest Act represent an attempt to baiance
the various uses of commerciaiiy managed forests, and to give an overaii view of the state
of forestry and deveiopment needs in different regions. These programmes inciude descriptions
of each region’s forest biodiversity, needs and goals reiated to preserving forest biodiversity,
and estimates of the economicai and environmentai impacts of the necessary measures. For
forests to be certifled, a regional assessment of biodiversity must be inciuded in the ecoiogicai
section of the regionai forestry programme, specifying aims for the deveiopment of structurai
features of forests to heip combat any significant deficiencies in biodiversity. Regionai forestry
objectives programmes are revised at ieast every five years. indicators are being developed
to monitor the impiementation of these forest programmes.
PLanning the use of The seven natural resource pians drafted by
state-owned forests Metsähaititus during the period 1995—2000 cover
the state-owned forests under the organisation’s administration. These pians outiined how
state-owned forests shouid be used for varlous purposes with regard to ali aspects of
sustainabiilty, whiie also defining the voiumes of forestry activity. Over the period 1995—2000
Metsähailitus aiso drafted 112 more detaiied iandscape ecoiogicai pians, covering ali state
owned iands except the treeiess feiis of Northern Lapiand (see Kangas & Jäppinen 2002). The
main idea behind these pians was to create an ecoiogicai network in commerciaiiy managed
forests, but the recreationai use of forests aiso piayed an important roie. Commerciai forestry
considerations were iess centrat to these pians.
Metsähaiktus reorganised its p[anning systems
during the period 2002—2003. in the new system, iandscape ecoiogicai assessments have been
integrated into naturai resource plans. The new system was piioted in the Kainuu Region,
where a new naturai resource pian was compieted during 2003. The new pian particuiarly
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stresses the need to support nature tourism as weii as forestry and nature conservation. During
2003 work aiso commenced on a naturai resource pian for Western Finland.
Forest certification Forest certification aims to provide the purchasers
of wood-based products with a guarantee that the wood in the product originates from forests
that are responsibiy managed according to the principies of sustainabie forestry.
About 95 / (22 miiiion ha) of Finiand’s
commerciaiiy managed forests are certified under the nationai Finnish Forest Certification
System (FFCS), which is iinked to the giobai Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification Schemes (aiso known as PEFC). The FFCS-certified forests beiong to some 311,500
forest owners.
The FFCS standards approved in 1997 were
drawn up in a process that invoived the most important environmentai organisations in Finiand,
as weii as the representatives of key stakehoider groups in the forestry sector, such as forest
owners and forest industry organisations. When the 1997 standards were revised in 2002—2003,
however, the environmentai organisations were not invoived, as by this time they had ieft the
FFCS process to support the Forest Stewardship Councii (FSC) system. When the standards
were revised, speciai consideration was nevertheiess given to the management of forest
diversity and the criteria for ecoiogicaiiy vaiuabie sites as specifled in the Forest Act and the
Nature Conservation Act. The new FFCS standard was compieted in the beginning of 2004, and
is due to be adopted in 2005 (see ).
There have aiso been triais in Finiand of the
FSC system, which is backed by environmentai organisations, but the total area certified under
the generai principies of FSC in Finland so far oniy adds up to 92 hectares. The nationai FSC
working group has prepared a set of FSC standards suitabie for appiication in Finnish conditions,
which was sent in May 2004 to the secretariat of the FSC to be evaiuated and ratified.
Natural forest management projects According to Section 20 of the Act on the
Financing of Sustainable Forestry, Finiand’s regionai forestry centres may organise or oversee
the pianning and impiementation of separate naturai forest management project in co-operation
with iandowners. Such work 15 oniy carried out with the iandowners’ approvai. These schemes
may invoive habitat management or restoration work carried out over severai forest hoidings,
as weii as the surveying of habitats of speciai importance, significant iandscape restoration
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work in commercially managed forests, unusually extensive water protection work in artificially
drained forests, the restoration of artiflcially drained forests in ecologically valuable areas, or
other such projects. Other projects may include the management of forest habitats to promote
biodiversity, to facilitate the multiple use of forests, otto improve features that are regionally
significant for their landscape, cultural or recreational value. The municipal authorities and
local and regional organisations also participate in natural forest management projects. Almost
200 natural forest management projects have been completed or are ongoing, with individual
projects covering areas between a few hectares and several thousand hectares.
The Forestry Development Centre Tapio co
ordinates the monitoring of natural forest management in privately owned forests and forests
owned by forest industry companies in Finland through an annual evaluation of the environmentat
impacts of logging, based on systematic sampling. Metsähallitus similarly evaluates the
management methods used in state-owned forests. Monitoring has continued since 1994, and
compiled data on the occurrence and preservation of valuable ecological features in areas to
be logged, as wetl as the numbers of trees spared from felling for the sake of biodiversity,
water protection measures, the quality of ground preparation and tandscape management
work, and the costs incurred in naturat management. The results show a rapid increase in the
use of natural forest management methods during the late 19905, which levelled alf at a
favourable level during the period 2002—2003. Estimates indicate that ecologically valuable
sites were preserved during cuttings in commercialty managed forests in an average of nine
out of ten cases.
The Fotestry Devetopment Centre Tapio and the
Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry are implementing a project related to the reduction and
monitoring of loads entering water bodies. The preparation of this project was finalised in
March 2004. This project has been designed to improve water protection measures in drainage
improvement schemes, regeneration felling, ground preparation and fertilisation, while also
clarifying present practices and procedures related to orncial statements, water quality monitoring,
and environmental and water permits.
Monitoring in 2003 indicated that out of a total
surveyed area of 3,859 ha, ecologically valuable features with a total area of some 75 ha had
been spared from felling — amounting to almost 2 % of the total area. This suggests that the
proportion of areas spared during felling is as large as the percentage of the total commercially
forested area of Southern Finland that has been protected for the purposes of nature conservation.
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More than half of the ecologicalty valuable sites spared from felting were stands along shores,
small wetlands, or other features that forest owners are not obliged to spare by legislation
or forest certification criteria, so these valuable tandscapes and ecological features are in effect
being preserved voluntarily. The average value of the timber in the ecologically valuable sites
spared from felling was 570 euros per site (2003). The quantity of timber left uncut due to
the application of natural forest management methods amounted to about % of the total
volume in the sites designated for logging.
Indicators are being devetoped to verify the
sustainabte use of biodiversity, while atso
attowing the achievements of various sectors
to be assessed comparabty.
A lot of work has been done recently regarding the development of indicators to describe the
state of biodiversity at both the national and international level. Finland has participated
actively in OECD meetings for experts on biodiversity indicators, for instance.
The natural resource monitoring indicators
developed for the natural resource strategy of the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry include
indicators of farmland biodiversity and the biodiversity of game stocks (Ministry ofAgriculture
and Forestry 2004). Criteria and indicators for sustainable forestry, which account for the
management, preservation and suitable promotion of biodiversity in forest ecosystems, were
published first in 1997 and revised in 2000. In 2004 the Finnish Forest Research lnstitute
(Metia) launched a website service Metinfo — the sustainability of forestry in Finland, where
data on the indicators defined in 2000 is updated annually (see www.metla.fi/metinfo/kestavyys).
A working group was set up by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry in autumn 2003 to revise Rnland’s criteria and indicators for sustainable
forestry according to the revisions made to European indicators at the ministerial conference
heLd in Vienna in spring 2003. The new set of indicators should be ready by the end of 2005.
The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry and Metsähallitus have together developed ecological,
economic and social indicators for state-run forestry. These indicators are applied in the
ministry’s financial policies. During 2001, Metsähallitus adopted a special set of indicators
designed to measure the quality and effectiveness of protected area management.
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The Ministry of the Environment and the
Association of Finnish Locai and Regionat
Authorities and other organisations are jointiy
devetoping guidellnes for taking biodiversity
into consideration during pianning processes.
At the same time, practicai exampLes of ways
to imptement the national action pian through
favourabLe measures at the regionat and Iocat
tevets are aiso being sought.
A guide was completed during 2003 by the Finnish Environment lnstitute (SYKE) and the
Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities to improve the consideration given to
biodiversity while drafting plans or assessing the environmental effects of proposed developments
(see
.i).
In the administrative sphere of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications, special consideration has been given to the needs of wild
animais during the pLanning of transportation routes. Major routes and the game-proot fences
erected aLong main roads restrict the natural movements of wild animais, which could have
negative effects on the genetic structure of their locaL populations. The movements of wild
animais should be facilitated on the grounds of road safety, as weLI as nature conservation.
The National Road Administration’s guidelines on biodiversity and road maintenance specify
that wherever new roads are planned, safe routes should he created and presetved also for
wildlife by surveying their territories and habitual routes, and by providing opportunities for
them to cross over or under roads as necessary along their natural routes.
Overpasses and underpasses designed for wildlife
are planned and sited in co-operation with the local authorities to ensure they are in areas
where housing or industrial developments are not likely to be planned subsequently. The
National Road Administration has surveyed wildlife movements through speciat research and
monitoring projects, for instance.* Such research has indicated that the four special motorway
underpasses aiready provided for wildlife have been welL used by deer and elk. The underpasses
* 1) Monitoring of the use of the wildlife underpass at Pernaja. 1998—2001: Summan:
2) Motoovavs and mildlife. research and monitoring of the El8 (llighwav i Koskenkvl(i — Loviisa, 1995—2001: Summan:
3) Road accidenl monalitv rates for sma]l and medium-sized vertehrates in Finland.
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have also led to improvements in road safety on these roads, since the numbers of collisions
with elk per year have fallen from 5—10 to 0—1.
Research into road accident morality rates for
small and medium-sized vertebrates has shown that 65 % of the animals killed in such incidents
were birds, 15 % mammals, 15 % amphibians, and less than 5 % reptiles. The report suggests
that the populations of certain bird species (including nightjars, house sparrows, starlings, red
backed shrikes and certain birds of prey and game birds) may particularly suifer from roadkill.
The road accident mortality rates of rare animais such as otters, grass snakes and amphibians
are also worryingly high.
During the period 2003—2004 the Ministry of
Transport and Communications has funded a research project examining the impacts of road
trarnc on the genetic structure of amphibian populations, in order to flnd out how roads used
by different levels of trafflc affect gene flows between separate animal populations, and thus
the degtee of genetic diiferentiation. The study has focussed on the two most common
amphibian species in Finland. It is hoped that the study’s results wlll indicate how the related
risks to these animais can be reduced through planning and technical solutions.
Over the period 2003—2005 the Ministry of
Transport and Communications and the National Road Administration are jointly funding research
into the effects of roads on animal populations and their mobility. This research will particularly
examine how roads aftect elk populations and their movements near roads, while also assessing
how accurately elks’ habitual routes can be defined from the knowledge of locat hunters, as
how much elks’ routes are used by other animal species. The project wil[ also examine how
the structures planned to facilitate the movements of animais can be installed in practice in
the road network. The related research will he conducted along stretches of road in Southern
Finland where animals’ movements may he restricted by heavy traffic and game-proot fences.
The Ministry of Transport and Communications,
the National Road Administration, the Finnish Rail Administration, the Finnish Maritime
Administration and Fingrid Oyj are involved in the flnancing of a report into species listed in
EU directives, as part of the environmental cluster research programme (see 4.11). The two
year project (2003—2004) concerns how directive species should be considered during the
planning of infrastructural developments. Related guidelines are to be drafted in two phases:
starting with a background review concerning the listed species and how legislation aftects
planning; followed by recommendations that can he followed by developers to ensure that
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the requirements of the directives are duly considered. The guidelines are particularly being
drafted with regard to the requirements for transport routes and land use planning.
The emphasis in agri-environmentat subsidies
will shift towards the management of threatened
traditiona( agriculturat biotopes and their
biodiversity, through mechanisms within the
agri-environmentat subsidies programme for
2000-2006, for instance.
Certain elements of the agri-environmental subsidies programme (2000—2006) directly aim to
promote the preservation and management of biodiversity. The programme’s basic measures
include the maintenance or biodiversity and Iandscapes; additional measures relate to winter
vegetation cover and farmland biodiversity hotspots; and special environmental subsidy
agreements can be made for the estabiishment and management of buffer zone vegetation,
wetlands and sedimentation ponds, for the preservation of traditional farmland biotopes, for
promoting other aspects of biodiversity, for improving and managing tandscapes, or for raising
traditional native livestock breeds and crop varieties.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has
provided funding since 2001 for Iocal Iand use planning related to agricultural biodiversity.
Farmers are encouraged to manage ecologically valuable areas through such planning, and
through useful advice on funding opportunities. This form of planning helps to keep farmers,
Iandowners and Iocal residents informed about ecologically valuable features and areas.
Information obtained through local land use planning processes can also be used during
negotiations with individual farmers related to apptications for special environmental subsidies,
for instance. The Ministry aims to increase the numbers of wetlands and buffer zones in
farmland as part of the Baltic Sea Protection Programme, and these measures also serve to
promote biodiversity.
Of the various forms of special environmental
subsidies, farmers have been most interested in agreements on the management of traditional
agricultural biotopes. In 2003 valuable traditional agricuttural biotopes covering a total area
of 20,625 ha were managed with the help of agri-environmental subsidies, and this figure is
gradually rising. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry aims to have a total area of 6o,ooo
ha under such management by 2010, with agri-environmental subsidies used to finance the
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management of a total area of just over 30 000 ha. The management of the remaining traditional
biotopes, in areas not used for agriculture, would be financed through the Ministry of the
Enviro n m ent.
The METSO Forest Biodiversity Programme for
Southern Finland provides new funding mechanisms for the management, restoration and
protection of traditional wooded biotopes, and will also facilitate the restoration and management
of state-owned wooded traditional biotopes administered by Metsähallitus over the period
2003—2012 in Southern Finland, western parts of Oulu province and SW Lapland. Metsähallitus
managed a total area of 508 ha of traditional wooded biotopes in the region covered by the
MEISO Programme during 2003. A total area of 31 ha consists of new sites requiring continuous
management, while restoration was required over a total area of 37 ha. During 2003 Metsähallitus
also applied natural management methods over a total area of 79 ha, including herb-rich
woodlands and white-backed woodpecker habitats, using flnance from METSO. The objective
is to increase the total area of traditional wooded biotopes under such management to 900
ha by 2012. Throughout the whole of Finland, Metsähallitus restored or managed traditional
biotopes with a total area of 1,200 ha during 2003. During 2001, Metsähallitus set regional
priorities for traditional biotopes in state-owned lands under its administration, and also
estimated funding requirements. Estimates indicate that the cost of the management of the
total area nationally of more than 2,000 ha of traditional biotopes under Metsähallitus’s
administration would amount to almost 9.1 million euros over the next 10 years.
Speciflc ecological criteria related to biodiversity
have been deflned for the selection of traditional wooded biotopes for preservation through
the METSO Programme. The funding options within METSO allow conservation measures to
be focussed on sites that meet these criteria, through natural values trading schemes, for
instance. In some cases Metsähallitus may rent out wooded pastures restored with the help
of METSO funding to livestock farmers, who may themselves be able to obtain agri-environmental
subsidies to cover their activities. A significant proportion of the traditional biotopes managed
by Metsähallitus are pastures that should be regularly grazed.
The restoration and management of traditional
biotopes is also supported through LIFE Nature funding. Metsähallitus has received funding
such work in Sipoo, Hanko and islands in the Archipelago Sea from the LIFE Nature project
for the Restoration and Management of Meadows in Finland, Sweden and Estonia. Funding
has also been provided through the LIFE Nature project for the Management of Valuable
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Wetlands in SW Finland for habitat restoration work in overgrown shore meadows in five
valuable wetlands. These projects ended in 2004.
Safe refuges for species Grassy roadside verges can provide refuges for
of traditionaL biotopes threatened plants and insects associated with
traditional agricultural biotopes, as long as verges are left undisturbed for long enough periods.
Surveys carried out by the National Road Administration revealed the occurrences of 4i
meadowland plants on road verges and grassy areas around road intersections. Diverse
meadowland vegetation communities can particularly thrive where verges are wider than
average. The mowing of verges helps to maintain suitable growth sites for meadowland plants,
even if such areas are often mown too early from the plants’ point of view. Other deficiencies
in the management of such areas include the use of machinery that chops up the vegetation
too much, and the way cuttings are left on verges.*
Airports and airfields provide uniquely open,
exposed and well-lit and exposed habitats by Finnish standards. A survey of grassy habitats
at Lappeenranta Airport revealed highly signiflcant and previousty unknown occurrences of ii
threatened butterfly species, of which two are classified as critically endangered in Finland,
three as endangered and six as vulnerable.
Research and monitoring work on the biodiversity
impacts of the agri-environmenta( subsidies
programme are being improved.
The effectiveness of agri-environmental subsidies has been assessed through the MYTVAS 1
project, which was set up jointly by the Finnish Environment lnstitute and Agrifood Research
Finland in 1995. The objective of the assessment of the first subsidy period (1995—1999) was
to find out how the various forms of environmental subsidy and their criteria have affected
agricultural practices, environmental loads, and the state of the environment. During the second
subsidy period (2000—2006) assessment is being continued in the MYTVAS 2 research programme,
* Vegetalion in roadside verges was surveved in 85 siles in Soulh Kareia ovet the period 2002—2003 (TIELI — Roadside verges
and intersections as plant and hutierflyhahiiats). Lepidoptera suneys conducted wilhin INs projeut at 85 sites jo Joniseno,
Imatra and Lappeenranta revealed 110 spedes (10,90 individuals), of which 49 species were butierflies (45 %) (6,359
mdv., 58 % of alI mndividuals); and 61 species were rnolhs (55 %) (4,548 mdv, 42 %). Jo roadside habitais species diversitv
tvas highesl along minut roads, but numhers of individuals were highest along major highways. The suitahility of verges for
buiterilies was highest along minor roads, but progressively lower for major roads, roads in built-up areas and intersections.
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where an additionai theme concerns impacts on farmiand biodiversity (Kuussaari et aL 2004).
This research is designed to examine, for exampie, whether the overali emphasis and specific
measures within the basic and speciai subsidy schemes are apt, and whether any important
factors are currentiy being left out of the subsidy system.
The Ministry ofAgricuiture and Forestry and
other funding organisations have initiated a Biodiversity Research Programme known as MOSSE,
for the period 2003—2006, which aims to find practicai ways to manage biodiversity in farmiand.
lndicators for farmiand biodiversity are aiso being deveioped through the programme together
with reiated monitoring schemes. information about the new activities reiated to farmiand
biodiversity, and their impacts and costs, wiii aiso be needed for the next agri-environmentai
subsidy period, which begins in 2007.
The commerdal and recreationa( flshing polides
of the fisheries units of the EmpLoyment and
Economic EeveLopment Centres are being adapted
to ensure biodiversity is preserved.
The recreational fishing development strategy of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry was
finalised in 2001. The strategy is based on regional recreational fishing development programmes
prepared by the flsheries units of the Employment and Economic Development Centres. The
strategy aims to safeguard favourable conditions for the recreational fishing enjoyed by many
peopie in Finland, in line with the sustainabie use of naturat resources. Such measures include
the wider restoration of inland waters, continued work on the restoration of water courses,
the creation of a restoration programme for fishing waters, and the carefui preservation and
suitable extension of the biodiversity of fish stocks.
Many Employment and Economic Development
Centres (TE Centres) have prepared and carried out their own projects and programmes designed
to safeguard biodiversity. One exampie is a pian for the protection and sustainable use of sea
trout stocks in the Gulf of Finland, which was prepared jointly by the Uusimaa Environment
Centre and the Uusimaa Empioyment and Economic Development Centre in 2001. The pian
aims to reinforce sea trout stocks S0 they do not sufter from fishing at sea or along the coast
or on rivers, while also protecting the remaining natural breeding populations, and where
possible restoring stocks into rivers where sea trout are no longer found. The Employment
and Economic Development Centres’ recreational flshing development programmes also inciude
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separate projects where the emphasis is more on conserving biodiversity. Watercourses have
been restored and speciai fish-ways have been provided to faciiitate the migrations of natural
trout popuiations to and from their spawning rivers. The centres’ fisheries units aiso provide
expert advice during the preparation of management and expioitation pians for fishing waters.
The flsheries units aiso define the nature of fishing waters (for exampie whether they are
saimon waters or whitefish waters), in order to protect threatened fish stocks from overexpioitation.
4.5 Genetic diversity The preservation of genetic diversity is being
ensured according to the action pian.
Finiand’s nationai piant gene resources programme for agricuiture and forestry, defined in 2001,
seeks to guarantee that the genetic resources and naturai variation of the piants grown in
farms, gardens and forests are preserved and used sustainabiy. A piant gene resources committee
was set up in 2003 under the Ministry ofAgricuiture and Forestry to oversee the co-ordination
and impiementation of the pian.
The impiementation of a corresponding nationai
programme for animai gene resources wiii be finaiised in 2005, overseen by the animai gene
resources committee set up in 1998. Agrifood Research Finland (MTT) is co-ordinating a
programme for the preservation of domestic animai breeds, and representing Finland in reiated
international programmes run by the FAO and the Nordic Councii. Within the nationai pian,
preservation programmes are being set up for endangered Finnish native breeds, invoiving
the registration of individuat animais, and the estabiishment of embryo and sperm banks.
The agri-environmentai subsidies programme
aims to heip safeguard vaiuable iocat iivestock breeds and to preserve the genetic stock of
iocai crop varieties. Special subsidies may be paid to finance the raising of iandrace breeds
and iocai cereai and grass varieties, as weii as the upkeep of threatened crop varieties.
The Finnish Forest Research institute (Metia) is
responsibie for the conservation of the genetic resources in Finiand’s native trees. The goai
here is to preserve the genetic variety of tree species and iocai popuiations, to ensure these
varieties can adapt and thrive even where conditions change. Genetic reserves are preserved
in speciaiiy estabhshed genetic forest reserves, nature reserves, breeding stocks and tree
cl iiecti o ns.
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Transportation routes and particuiariy the game
proof fences erected aiong many major roads, can restrict the movements of wiid animal
popuiations, which may have negative effects on their gene poois (see 4.4).
Genetic research into wild animat and plant
species is being expanded, particutarly conceming
the status of threatened species and the need
for protection.
The F1BRE research project Assessing the viability, biodiversity and conservation prospects of
popuiations examined the dynamics of smail popuiations, including popuiations of dragonflies,
sticky catchfly (Lychnis viscaria) and hunting spiders (Lycosa sp.). The project focused on the
risk ot extinction, reductions in genetic diversity, and the signiflcance ot genetic quaiity at the
ievei of the individual. Four doctorai research papers were produced, as weli as several research
theses related to small popuiations. The researchers earlier involved in the project have
generaity been abie to find reiated work, and about haif of them are currently working for the
environmental administration. Research into certain game popuiations and natural saimon
popuiations has been conducted at the Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute (RKTL)
and universities. Genetic diversity has particuiariy been examined in saimon and trout popuiations,
but aiso in whitefish, vendace and rainbow trout.
4.6 The avaitabiLity Economic and tegat issues reLated to property
of genetic resources and rights and the avaitability of genetic resources
the benefits from their issues are being assessed from a Finnish
exptoitation perspective.
The preservation and sustainabte use of piant
and animal genetic resources, ownership rights ovet genetic tesoutces and questions related
to the distribution of the benefits from theit expioitation have ali been key issues since these
topics wete first coveted by international confetences in the 199os. The reiationship between
ownership rights and inteiiectual property tights with tegatd to genes, and the equitabie
aliocation ot the benefits from theit expioitation, ate new issues in iegisiative terms, and
international conferences have not yet been abie to define common positions on these issues.
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Finland may supply or procure genetic resources
through international trade. Natural genetic resources in Finland are common property, and
merely discovering some usage cannot be considered as an invention.
The Forestry and Agriculture Gene Resources
Board was established in 2004 to prepare Finland’s position for Nordic and international issues
related to gene resources used in forestry and agriculture, including the negotiation and
implementation of international agreements. The committee’s mandate was later widened to
cover the availability of genetic resources used outside agriculture and forestry, and the
equitable allocation of the benefits from their exploitation, with regard to the Bonn Guidelines.
The Bonn Guidelines aim to ensure that suitable
legisiative and administrative measures are developed to control the availability of genetic
resources, and the equitable allocation of the benefits from their exploitation. To facilitate this
work the committee set up in November 2004 a sub-committee who will examine issues
including the aims and national impiementation of the Bonn Guidelines, the development of
the related legislation, and roles and responsibilities concerning the legal availability of genetic
resources and the distribution of the benefits from their exploitation, with regard to Article
15 of the CBD, and certain obligations under other agreements (WTO/TRIPS, W1PO, UPOV
FAO/IT) as necessary. The sub-committee will also draft proposais for a national strategy or a
national action pian on the availability of genetic resources and the distribution of the benefits
from their exploitation, including the definition of any reiated regulations and tasks. This work
15 to be completed by 1.6.2006.
Finland has participated since 2000 in the
activities ofWiPO’s intergovernmentai Committee on Intellectuai Property and Genetic Resources,
Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (1GC). The countries invoived in the committee have
discussed issues related to the availabiiity of genetic resources and the distribution of the
benefits from their expioitation, also covering questions concerning the protection oftraditionai
knowledge and folkiore. The 1GC is to prepare and draft administrative and research reports
related to these broad issues. The 6th Conference of Parties to the CBD asked WIPO to report
on obligations to provide information on the use of genetic resources and traditional knowledge
in patent applications. A technical report on the activities of the IGC was submitted to the 7th
Conference of Parties to the CBD in February 2004 (WIPO Technical Study on Patent Disclosure
Requirements Related to Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge).
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4.7 Invasive species, new Before any new piant and animat species are
organisms and biosatety introduced into FinLand, either in the witd or in
captivity, their impacts on native species and
ecosystems must be assessed in detaii. The
assessment of the risks and economic impacts
assodated with invasive spedes and geneticatty
modified organisms (GMOs) is being developed
according to the action pian. Preventive measures
are particuiarty stressed during poticy-making.
In re-introductions, the genetic simitarfty between
the newty introduced poputation and the originat
popuiation must be duty considered, aLong with
the prospects for the species’ survival in the
wiid.
Invasive species Finland has published a review of the current
situation regarding invasive species (see Nummi 2001). Although this report does not consist
of a pian of action, it recommends suitable measures to reduce observed problems, as does
a report on the same issue prepared by the Nordic Council o[ Ministers. Such measures are
jointly planned by the ministries concerned according to the need to target specific invasive
species.
Several introduced game animais have established
thriving popuiations in the wild in Finland, including Canadian beaver (Castor canadensis),
white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), Canada goose (Branta canadensis) and muskrat
(Ondatra zibethica). These species are so well established that it would be vety difficult to
wipe them out, and in some cases this may not be deemed necessary. White-tailed deet, for
instance, were introduced about 70 years ago, and have become Finland’s second most
important game animal in economic terms. Populations of invasive game species witl be
systematically managed through regulated hunting (e.g. white-tailed deer). No attempts will
be made to hinder such controt of invasive species, Otto promote the expansion of these
species’ distributions into new areas. Any proposais for introducing game species wiIl be
considered extremely critically. lmports and releases of non-native species have not been
permitted in recent years.
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It has been offlcially decided that Canadian
beavers should be exterminated within the Lapland Game Management District, to stop this
invasive species spreading into neighbouring Norway and Sweden. Elsewhere in Finland,
measures are being taken to prevent the spread of Canadian beavers into areas still occupied
by the native European beaver (Castor fiber). In the Archipelago Sea, Metsähallitus and local
hunters have been working for several years to exterminate American minks (Mustela vison),
which have been widely raiding seabirds’ nests. During 2001, a project involving the trapping
of mmk in the outer islands of the Quark Archipelago in W. Finland was begun by Metsähallitus
and Iocal hunters, as part of the Quark environment lnterreg project. Trapping was later expanded
to islands nearer the mainland, and is still continuing in both the Quark, and islands in the
Archipelago National Park of SW Finland. A two-year campaign commenced in the beginning
of 2001 aiming to intensify the hunting and trapping of two invasive small predatory mammals
— American mmk and raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyonoides). In 2002 a special project was
started up to mntensify the trapping of mmk and raccoon dogs in wetlands in the Helsinki
region. Over the two-year project a total of 300 raccoon dogs and 27 mmk were caught. A
related research project has been assessing the effects of such trapping on nesting birds’
breeding success rates.
Four new marine species spread into Finnish
waters during the 19905, in ships’ ballast water. Some of these species have had detrimental
effects on local livelihoods, particularly fishing. The invasive species may also threaten native
species, if they out-compete them in local conditions. Alternative solutions are being sought
for unresolved problems related to the presence of invasive species in ships’ ballast water,
through continued research and experimentation. An international agreement prepared by the
International Maritime Organisation tIMO) with the aim of curbing these problems was signed
in summer 2004. Finland’s Ministry of Transport and Communications participated in the
Academy of Finland’s Baltic Sea Research Programme during the period 2003—2004. A research
project on Invasive species in the Baltic Sea, jointly funded by the Ministry and the Academy,
examined how invasive species get into the waters of the Battic, and assessed their ecological
significance, particularly with regard to plankton communities, algal blooms and zoobenthic
communities in the Gulf of Finland.
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Biotechnotogy, new Four sets of research and deveiopment trials
organisms and biosafety related to geneticaliy modified organisms (GMOs)
were conducted in Finland during the years 2002—2003 in Finland
— on birch trees, pine trees,
spruce trees and Rhizobium-bacteria. The offlcial permission granted for these trials stipulated
that thorough risk evaluations should be conducted for the planned triais. The trials were
carefuiiy organised to ensure that no GMOs were released into the natural environment or
allowed to interbreed with related organisms. These trials were on occasions disrupted by
protestors. in summer 2004, for example, a stand of siivet birches was destroyed at the
Punkaharju research station, where the Finnish Forest Research Institute was carrying out trials
designed to examine the environmental impacts of GM trees, their ecological interactions, and
the permanence ot implanted genes.
In 2003, a genetic technology strategy and
action pian for agriculture and fotestry for the period 2003—2007 was completed (Working
group memorandum 2003:18 MAF). This strategy is based on the earlier Biotechnology and
Gene Technology Strategy for Agriculture (2000), but also encompasses forestry, game
management and fishery sectors, and is intended to ensure the safety of any GMOs used in
agriculture and foodstuffs, while also preventing any negative environmental impacts. The new
strategy particularly focuses on the need for training and publicity. The impiementation of the
strategy and the related publicity work are the responsibility of a working group within the
Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry.
The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety
— a new
environmental agreement prepared under the auspices of the CBD in order to regulate the
international trade in GMOs due to their increasing use — was signed by Finland on 24.5.2000.
The protocol came into force in Finland on 7.10.2004, by which time 107 states had ratifled
the agreement.
The biosafety protocol operates according to
the precautionary principle, aiming to ensure that GMOs are handled and used during their
import and export in ways that do not have any negative impacts on biodiversity and the
sustainable use ot natural resources. The protocol also takes account of possible risks to
human health. Medicines containing GMOs are not covered by the protorol, however. The
protocol is particularly signiflcant for less developed countries, who can use it to develop and
support their national administration, legislation and information resources where biosafety
issues are concerned.
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The biosafety protocol defines varlous procedures
for international trade in GMOs, according to their intended use:
i) The official Advance lnformed Agreement
Procedure defined in the protocol is applied whenever GMOs are moved across international
boundaries for the first time with the intention of introducing them into the environment. Such
imports require the approval of the national authorities. In Finland, for instance, imports of
GMOs destined for fieLd trials must be approved by the genetic technology board. Decisions
on the imports of GM crops are made at EU level. Exports are subject to the EU Regutation
1946/2003 on the transboundary movement of GMOs, which is in accordance with the protocoL
2) The offlcial Advance lnformed Agreement
Procedure is not applied when products containing GMOs are moved across international
borders in the form of foodstuffs, fodder, or materiais for further processing. States making
decisions on the use of such products should provide the Biosafety Clearing-House (BCH) with
the information about the GMOs, their use, processing, transportation and possible risks, as
stipulated in the protocol. The European Commission has responsibility for providing this
information at community level, and the member states at national level. The BCH must also
be informed of any related regulations and guidelines drafted at national or community level.
Countries receiving imports of GMOs in the form of foodstuffs, fodder, or materiais for further
processing can then decide to permit such imports on the basis of their national legislation.
ln Finland, such imports are controlled through the EU GM food and feed regulation, and the
national Gene Technology Act. Exports are subfect to the EU Regulation on the transboundary
movement of GMO5.
3) The official Advance lnformed Agreement
Procedure does not apply where GMO5 are only to be used in enclosed premises or only in
transit. Such cases are controlled by national legislation.
According to the government decision-in-principle
of 4.10.2001, the Ministry of Trade and lndustry is responsible for the administrative co
ordination of biotechnotogy issues in Finland. A special network of offlcial contacts in various
ministries has also been set up to ensure the flow of information. Finland’s official body for
the implementation of the biosafety protocol ts the board for gene technology board, which
also serves as the national contact organisation for the Biosafety Clearing-House (BCH). The
Ministry of the Environment serves as the national information centre for biosafety issues, and
has overall responsibility for contacts with the Cartagena Protocol Secretariat.
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The Cartagena Protocoi has had iittie effect on
Rnland’s nationai iegisiation. its requirements were incorporated into amendments to the Gene
Technoiogy Act enforced from September 2004. Finiand’s Penai Code additionaiiy prohibits any
vioiations of the EU Regulation 1946/2003 on the transboundary movement of GMOs.
4.8 Economic and A programme to promote employment retated
emptoyment opportunities to nature tourism and outdoor recreation is being
retated to biodiversity prepared in accordance with the Government
programme. The Ministries of Labour, Education,
Agricutture and Forestry, and the Environment,
are together Looking into opportunities for
improving emptoyment training with regard to
the sustainabLe management of naturat resources,
nature tourism and recreation. A national report
is being prepared on regional emptoyment
deveLopments re(ated to environmentat
management and protection, nature tourism and
outdoor recreation.
Nature tourism and the recreationai use of naturai areas can help to promote empioyment in
deciining regions. The Ministry of the Environment’s Recreational Use of Naturai Areas and
Nature Tourism Deveiopment Group (VILMAT) has drafted proposais for a programme to meet
the Government’s objectives. These proposais were circuiated for offlciat statements, and in
February 2003 the Government made a decision-in-principie on an action pian to boost nature
tourism and the recreationai use of naturai areas. The pian suggests that the number of jobs
in this sector couid be doubied by 2010
— to a totai of 64,000. Promoting nature tourism can
heip to keep iocai economies viabie in remote rurai regions. These goais are aiso inciuded
in the current Government Programme. Finiand’s first nature tourism pian was drafted fl 2001
for the Syöte area. The pian attempts to harmonise the conservation goais for the region with
increasing tourism and entrepreneuriai activity. in 2003, the Finnish Forest Research institute
(Metia), the University of Lapiand and Metsähaiiitus jointly appointed Finiand’s first Professor
of Nature Tourism — a position deemed necessary since tourism reiated to forests and protected
areas is considered to be growing faster than any other tourism sector.
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4.9 Safeguarding According to the Nationat Action Pian for
indigenous Sämi cutture Biodiversity in Finland: “The management, use
and protection of natural resources within the
Sämi hometand region wiil be co-ordinated as
a co-operative ef[ort invoLving the Sämi
Partiament and other authorities to ensure that
indigenous liveiihoods and the Sämi cuLture are
preserved” (See UNEP-WCMC 2003).
Finland has attempted to remove obstacles to the ratification of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) convention on indigenous peoples (no.169). A report completed Ifl 1999
assessed Land rights, water rights and rights to natural resource and traditionaL Iivelihoods
in the Såmi homeland region. The Ministry of Justice atso appointed a Såmi Committee
(2000—2001) to assess and make proposals related to the Smi people’s rights as an indigenous
people to maintain and develop their culture and traditional livelihoods in parts of the Såmi
homeland region currently owned by the Finnish State, while also considering other local
conditions and development needs. The resultant proposals had to fulfil the minimum
requirements enabling the removat of barriers to the ratiflcation of the ILO convention. A
separate report, flnalised in 2001, examined Iand ownership patterns and trends in the Sämi
homeland region. Legistation on this issue is stitl under preparation, however, since contradictory
viewpoints retated to the report’s key proposals remain unresolved.
The natural resource pian for the Upper Lapland
natural management region (2000) includes widely approved strategies and a pian of action
and related monitoring for the period 2000—2010. This pian also takes into account the need
to safeguard Såmi culture. Plans for this region (natural resource plans, landscape ecological
plans, wilderness management and Iand use plans) have been prepared using participatory
planning procedures. In the reindeer husbandry region, co-operation 15 focusing on ways to
harmonise reindeer herding and forestry. Ground preparation work is no longer carried out,
and Iogging is scheduled for the spring as much as possible. Metsähallitus’s Iogging plans for
Lapland have been scaled down to leave more scope for reindeer husbandry, tourism and other
Iivelihoods. The regulations covering national parks, strict nature reserves and wilderness areas
(on land use rights and prohibitions of the sale of Iand) also serve to help safeguard Smi
culture by preventing the establishment of activity bases and restricting the increase in off
road traffic. Metsähallitus organises village council meetings in each municipality, as welt as
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regular officiai and unofficiai meetings with the Smi Pariiament, the Koitta Sämi, and iocai
reindeer herders’ associations. Certain iand use conllicts nevertheiess stiii remain outstanding.
On 3.5.2002 the Ministry ofAgricuiture and
Forestry appointed arbitrator Pirkko Saareia to assess probiems reiated te the need to harmonise
ferestry and reindeer herding in Upper Lapiand, and to recommend suitabie measures. On the
basis of Ms Saareia’s report and officiai statements on the report, an action pian for the
harmonisation of forestry and reindeer herding in Upper Lapiand was pubiished by the Ministry
ofAgricuiture and Forestry on 22.12.2003. The pian aims te ensure that both activities can
continue te be practised together in Upper Capiand. The Finnish Forest Research institute
(Metia) has aiso examined reiated issues within the Sustainabie use of forests in Upper Lapiand
research preject. The action pian is divided into short-term and iong-term measures, te be
impiemented from the beginning ef 2004, and aise inciudes the updating frem November 2004
ef the naturai resource pan for Upper Lapiand, which wiIi define the generai scaie of ferestry
in the region.
In 2002, the Ministry efJustice commissiened
researchers frem the universities of Ouiu and Lapiand te examine iand rights issues in Lapiand.
This research was due te be compieted by the end of 2004.
4.io Education Training and education rIated to the piservadon,
and instruction management, and sustainable use of biodiversity
for people in various economic sectors is being
improved and expanded. Teaching materiais are
being renewed and updated.
The goais ef sustainabie deveiepment and the preservatien of biodiversity are inciuded in
nationai guideiines for educationai programmes at aii ieveis. The Nationai Board of Education
supports scheeis and educationai institutions in their efforts te make students aware of
environmentai issues and te encourage them te adopt sustainabie iifestyies. This is done by
defining the main centent and aims for teaching about sustainabie deveiopment in the guideiines
for educationai programmes, for instance. The Nationai Beard ef Education aiso supports the
participation of scheois and educatienai institutions in iocai environmentai initiatives. The
guideiines for educatienai programmes aise define course centent and aims reiated te active
citizenship, student weifare, and student support services, for instance.
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According to the devetopment pian (2003—2008)
for the National Board of Education approved by the Council of State in December 2003,
Fintand’s educational and research system has traditionally been of central importance in
guaranteeing the country’s sodat weifare and economic competitiveness. Because Finland has
committed itself internationally to the principles of sustainable ecological, social, and economic
development, the development pian calls for this point ot view to be increasingty emphasised
in education in the doming years.
Pre-schooting and basic education According to the core curriculum aims for pre
school education (2000), children should become interested in nature, and learn that peopie
are both dependent on and responsible for nature. At the end of 2001, the National Board of
Education started to prepare the basis of a core curricuium for primary education. Sustainabie
development and the preservation of biodiversity are key topics in the preparation of curricula
for primary, secondary, and upper secondary schooting. In reforming the core curriculum, the
National Board of Edunation aiso takes into consideration the objective of the National Forest
Programme 2010* to improve know-how in the forest sector.
ProfessionaL training, tertiary During the years 2000—2001, the National Board
education, and teacher training of Education approved the basis of a national
core curricuium for the restructuring of secondary professionat education. Related curricula
have subsequently been developed and adopted in certain educational institutions. Needs
retated to sustainable resource use have been especially taken into consideration in reforming
education in the fietd of natural resources (for example in the bachelor’s degree in forestry
and its constituent training programmes on forest machinery and the multipie use of forests).
Training programmes on natural forest management, reindeer husbandry, and the economic
exploitation of natural products are aiso important. The study of forest biodiversity is aiso of
centrai importance in professional training, for example in the professional degree programmes
approved by the National Board of Education in the years 2004—2005 for reindeer husbandry,
organic farming, ecological surveyors, and wilderness and nature guides. The other new natural
* One objective of the Nationai ForestProgramme 2010 is to ensure that forest species and habitats achieve and mainItsin
a favourable conservation status through a sufficient combination of protected areas and variously managed cominerdally
managed forests. The programme aion provides for the addition of teaching about forests to biology and geography
curricula III primarv schools.
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resource degree programmes
— such as the special professional degrees due to be approved
Ifl 2005 for senior game wardens and senior foresters
— also comprehensively cover the various
aspects of sustainable development, and include extensive compulsory study sections on
ecological awareness, multiple use, environmental management, and nature conservation.
Natural management training The forestry sector trains its own personnel and
in the torest sector experts from outside the sector in the
preservation, management, and sustainable use of biodiversity (see Table 3). In the years
1997—2003, a total of 4,947 people earned diplomas in natural management in the forest
sector. During the same time, 3,408 people successfully completed a diploma programme
aimed at forestry professionais and experts from stakeholder organisations. Training and
assessment has been provided for forestry workers, forest machine operators, and forestry
seMce-providers since 1999, and 1,347 of them have satisfactorily completed courses. In 2003,
these groups clearly constituted the Iargest group of participants. The number of forest owners
participating in such training and assessment has risen only very slowly; over the period
1998—2003, only 192 forest owners successfully passed the degree programme’s assessment
tests.
In 2003, a total of i,i6 people candidates
successfully completed the natural management diploma, about 150 of whom were repeating
some of the five sections of the examination. The national average percentage of candidates
that have successfully completed the programme has varied annualty between 75 % and 84
%. It is thought that the number of forestry professionais participating in 2004 dropped
somewhat, but that the corresponding figures for forest machine operators and forestry service
providers increased. Participation of forest owners 15 stili Iow.
Table 3. Approximate number of participants in and successfttl graduates of natural management training
and assessment organised by the Forestty Dcvelopment Centre Tapio, forestty centres, and forestry colteges
in the years 1999—2001 (Forestry Development Centre Tapio 2004).
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
880 1160 1 080 1160 1570Approx. no. of Pilot course 200 ÷
participantsin natural (6 ECTS puut course
management training study units) (4.5 ECTS
and assessment swdy ttnhts)
No. of approx.
successful passes 33 154 678 1 050 932 935 1165 1300
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The Forestry Development Centre Tapio is
responsible for national co-ordination, teaching materiais, updating examination materiais, and
the registration of examination results. The regional forestry centres are responsible for arranging
the examinations and for evaluating participants’ answers. The educational institutions provide
the preparatory training. Successful candidates receive a dipioma and a special black woodpecker
badge from Tapio and the examiners.
The forest sector’s natural management dipioma
has been approved by the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry, the Ministry of the Environment,
and the National Board of Education. The report of the METSO committee and a 2002 Council
of State decision state that the National Board of Education should take into consideration
experiences acquired in connection with this natural management dipioma programme in
developing basic and further education for the forest sector.
MetsähatLitus’s training Metsähallitus has striven to unify and improve
for field staff fleldwork methodology. The Fieldwork Workbook
project (2002—2003) produced a continually updated foider and intranet pages describing
working methods and compiling fleldworkers’ best practices for use by the organisations entire
fieLd personneL. In connection with this work, an exceptionally extensive Field Personnel Training
project was carried out by Metsähallitus Natural Heritage Services in the years 2002—2004.
This training has included the equivalent of 16.5 ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) study
units, and has aimed to deveLop professional expertise in the muttipLe use of forests. About
half of the training has been on site, with the rest taking place in the form of distance training
at the workplace. In addition, practical exercises have been performed by each student for
each part of the training programme.
The training programme comprised the foLlowing parts (offlciat names in parentheses), and
each included a separate examination:
- Planning (structures and machines emptoyed in mu(tip(e use)
- Supervision and Ieadership (personnel development)
- Customer service and education (information and education)
- Nature conservation biology and visitor monitoring (urban and recreational forest management)
- Game and fisheries management, and commercial coLlection of mushrooms and berries.
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The training project was organised by the Taivalkoski Forestry College, and almost 6o people
participated. The two-year programme ended in autumn 2004 after completion of the on-site
training periods and the distance training. Nearly half of the students were in apprenticeship
training, which reduced the costs.
Metsähallitus visitor centres Metsähallitus provides information, environmentat
education, and visitor centres in connection with protected areas on state-owned land, also
working to promote the use of protected areas for teaching purposes by providing special
publicity and teaching materials. Metsähallitus runs 19 visitor centres in national parks and
hiking areas, as well as many other customer service points. About 566,000 people used these
visitor centres in 2003. The centres were visited in 2003 by about 2,000 groups, of which most
were schoot groups. Visitor centres aim to become recognised attractions and popular sources
of information.
The numbers of people visiting the national
parks administered by Metsähatiitus have risen dramatically (from 358,000 in 1992, to 832,000
in 2000, to 1,123,000 in 2003).* In 2003, about 350,000 people visited Finland’s national hiking
areas. Hiking routes, nature trails, bird-watching towers, campfire-sites, and camping areas
have been established in nationat parks, national hiking areas, and other popular areas; while
attempts have been made through the selective provision of such facilities to guide visitors
so as to minimise any undesirab[e effects on the naturat environment. Metsähatiitus also works
to ncrease general awareness of nature through other publicity work. In 2004, the websites
Luontoon.fi and Utinaturen.fl were opened to serve the information needs of hikers and other
visitors (the corresponding English-language website outdoors.fi will open during 2005).
Metsähallitus also produces other websites (e.g. www.metsa.fl), books, brochures, posters,
and nature studies materials. These pubtications are distributed to stakehoider organisations
and educational institutions.
Educationat projects The National Board of Education has participated
in several educational projects related to sustainable development and the preservation of
biodiversity (including The Baltic Sea Project within UNESCO Aspnet, the Finnish-Russian Boreal
These figures do not include the national parks admintstered by the finnish forest Researcti Instttute
(Metla). Since 2003, ontv the Koli National Park has been run bv Metta.
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Forest Ecosystems and Education project, the GLOBE programme, the Environment and Schoot
Initiatives (ENSI) project on new information technology in environmental education, and several
EU-funded environmental education projects). There are also sustainable development projects
in the field of education in Africa and Asia.
Finland is participating in the creation of an
international nature observation network and a discussion forum in the Internet designed for
European primary and secondary school teachers and pupils (www.biodets.net). This project
aims to support the CBD and to encourage schoolchildren and teachers to take up hobbies
related to nature. The project’s pilot phase, which Finland has monitored, was due to end in
autumn 2004. The pilot phase is now being evaluated, and plans are to be drawn up for the
continuation of the project. This project will continue to depend on the participation of primary
school teachers and pupils, as well as the expertise of the National Board of Education and
Metsähallitus.
Finland’s agricultural administration has arranged
training for farmers as weIl as for counsellors and trainers. Counsellors and trainers work mostly
in rural centres, in various NGOs, and in the regional environment centres. Together with
farmers, these counsetlors can set up farm management plans that take into consideration
such factors as tandscape and biodiversity management. Counselling and training also make
use of model farms, where biodiversity management has been especially well applied. These
farms can be visited to see how such management is applied in practice.
Since 1995, about €83o,ooo of training and
counselling funds have been annually reserved in agri-environmental subsidies for the production
of counselling material, guides, brochures, and slide and transparency series. Most of this
material has been connected with biodiversity management. For example, in 2003, the Ministry
ofAgriculture and Forestry and the Finnish Environment Centre together published nine four
paged brochures for use during the management of traditional biotopes.
More than 70,000 people, including about 42,000
children and 1,400 foreigners, annualty visited the Finnish Museum of Natural History during
the years 2002—2003. The busiest month is May, when especially many school groups visit
the museum. In addition to educating the public about nature, the museum also provides
advice on issues related to naturat history and produces various publications.
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4.11 Research and Biodiversity’s social, economic, and legal
deveLopment implications and the related technological
questions require a multidisciplinary approach. Information is needed about the costs of
protecting and maintaining biodiversity, the benefits of biodiversity, and the measures and
means of control that are most effective in preserving biodiversity. It is also essential to have
information about the optimum target leveis for biodiversity protection in ecological, economic,
and social terms, as well as information about cost-effective alternatives. In recent years,
biodiversity research projects have had fairly abundant funds at their disposal.
The results of biodiversity research and
development projects are being apptied in
practice to promote sustainabte deve[opment.
Important environmentat research in the sociat
sciences is supported (i.e., research into finandat
instruments and economic issues retated to the
preservation of biodiversity and sustainable
development, inctuding environmental accounting,
incentives, cost-beneflt analysis, new funding
mechanisms, and environmental fees). Scientific
work in systematics and taxonomy is atso
supported.
The FIBRE and MOSSE The Finnish Biodiversity Research Programme
biodiversity research programmes FIBRE (1997—2002) was mainly funded by the
Finnish Academy, and produced research data of high scientiflc quality on biologicaL, economic,
social, legal, and technotogical aspects of biodiversity (Publications of the Academy of Finland
3/2003; Markkanen et al. 2002). At the end of 2003, Finland organised an event to present
FIBRE research and results at SBSTTA 9, the ninth meeting of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific,
Technical, and Technological Advice (of the CBD) in Montreal, Canada. Three extensive biodiversity
textbooks (in Finnish) have been published within the framework of the FIBRE/BITUMI project,
which promotes the practical application of research results. A summary of FIBRE’s research
subjects has also been published in the LUMONET information system.
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The biodiversity research programme MOSSE
began in 2003 and will continue until 2006. MOSSE is based on the experience gained through
FIBRE, but is clearly more practically oriented. MOSSE will produce new research data on
methods ot preseMng the biodiversity of forests, lakes and watercourses and farmland habitats,
in addition to the ecological, economic, and sodat impacts of these methods. Such data can
be used to support practical conservation and management measures and to improve biodiversity
monitoring. The programme allocates annually a total of about €2 million of funds, obtained
from the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the Ministry of the Environment, the Ministry if
Transport and Communications, the Central Union ofAgricultural Producers and Forest-owners
(MTK), and the forest industries. More than halt of the flnanced projects deal with forest
habitats, providing several years of work for several research groups concentrating on forest
biodiversity. The programme also provides funds for researching the taxonomy of poorly known
species. Research funding from the Ministry of the Environment amounting to ol million was
provided during 2003 for rsearch into poorly known and threatened forest species as part of
the METSO Forest Biodiversity Programme for Southern Finland. Resources allocated to species
research will continue to increase. During 2004 the Finnish Academy’s biological sciences and
environmental research committee allocated some €1.2 million for research in the fields of
taxonomy and systematics.
The SUNARE research programme on The Sustainable Use of Natural Resources research
sustainable use of naturat resources programme (SUNARE 2001—2004) has aimed to
produce research data that can be used to improve decision-making on the sustainable use
of natural resources, to develop relevant multidisciplinary research, to promote the dissemination
of research results from researchers to users, to create new national and international research
contacts, and to improve and diversify the sustainable management and use of natural resources.
The total budget of SUNARE, which supports the Finnish government’s sustainable development
programme (1998), was about €9.25 million over the period 2001—2004. The programme was
flnanced by the Finnish Academy (€8.2 million), the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry (€o.8
million), and TEKES (€o.25 million). The SUNARE research programme was co-ordinated by
the Department of Forest Ecology of the University of Helsinki (www.sunare.helsinki.fi). An
evaluation report on the programme ts due to be published fl 2005.
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The Battic Sea Research The Finnish Academy’s Baltic Sea Research
Programme BIREME Programme BIREME (2003—2005), aims to
strengthen the scientific know-how required to solve environmental problems in the BaItic Sea.
Research in the BIREME programme focuses on such issues as environmental problems related
to eutrophication and hazardous substances in the marine environment. The programme also
aims to produce data to help promote biodiversity in the Baltic Sea and the sustainable use
of marine resources (www.aka.fl/bireme).
Research Programme on the Unsing funding ftom the Finnish Academy, the
Envronmental, Sociat and Heatth Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry, and the
Effects of GeneticaDy Modified Ministry of the Environment, the ESGEMO research
Organisms (ESGEMO) programme (2004—2007) aims to study the direct
and indirect ecological, health, and sodat effects of the use of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs). This wifl strengthen the scientific basis ot GMO risk assessment and management,
and provide much-needed expertise and information on the effects of GMOs.
The research programme aims to create new
knowtedge about environmental and health effects and potential risks of GMO use in agriculture,
aquaculture, forestry, and environmental applications, particularly in boreal conditions; to
develop new tools for research and assessment of the potential impacts of GMO5 on nature
and complex natural processes; and to evaluate the socio-economic and technological impacts
of the use of GMOs, including ethical considerations and the pubtic acceptance of new
biotechnologicat methods (www.honeybee.helsinki.fi/esgemo).
Agrifood Research Finland Agrifood Research Finland (MTT) has intensifled
its biodiversity research. MTT produces data on the biodiversity of agricultural environments,
and develops means to measure diversity, aiming to develop practical meausres and applications,
to protect agricultural biodiversity and genetic resources, and to build up wide-ranging multi
disciplinary expertise. MTT has actively participated in natipnal research programmes including
the FIBRE and MOSSE biodiversity research programmes; the SUSAGRI project (r997—i999) of
indicators, controls and presentations related to sustainable devetopment for agriculture; the
MYTVAS project (1995—2007), which monitors the eftectiveness ot agri-environmental subsidies;
and the SUNARE research programme on the sustainable use of natural resurces. Research
groups from MTT also participated in the preparation of the environmental programme for
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agriculture (2000—2006). The institute also plays an important role in the impleentation of the
national plant and animal gene resources programme, and in the activities of the Nordic plant
and animal gene bank. MTT additionally represents Finland in the FAO’s livestock gene resources
programme. Since 1999, MTT has also participated in the work of the expert group for the
national action pian for biodiversity in Finland.
Finnish Ptatform for The University of Helsinki has represented Finland
Biodiversity Research Strategy and the Nordic countries on the European
Platform for Biodiversity Research Strategy (EPBRS). The objective of this network of researchers
and research users is to harness research to help achieve the EU’s biodiversity objective for
2010 (Message from Malahide 2004). The EU wants to found a corresponding national forum
and co-operation network in each member country. In Finland, this matter was raised at a
seminar organised by the University of Helsinki on 28.4.2004, which discussed the role of
research in protecting biodiversity, and the ways in which collaboration between researchers
and research users in relation to the FIBRE/BITUMI programmes could be continued. The seminar
felt that it was necessary to establish a permanent co-operation network between researchers
and research users in Finland. Once established, this Finnish Platform for Biodiversity Research
Strategy (FPBRS) would pursue the tried and tested objectives of the FIBRE programme. Ihis
issue was also discussed in the monitoring group of the National Action PIan for Biodiversity
in Finland on 10.6.2004, which decided to strengthen its Research, Monitoring, and Information
Systems (TST) expert group through participation in the co-operation network co-ordinated
by the University of Helsinki. This network would have an important role in future too, for
example in drawing up the new national biodiversity action pian (2006—2010) and in providing
scientific experts to support the plan’s implementation. A representative of the Finnish Academy
was also asked to ilm the monitoring group. These decisions enable the monitoring group
to maintain close Iinks with the research sector.
Gtobat Taxonomy Initiative In 2003, the Ministry of the Environment
designated the Finnish Museum of Natural History of the University of Helsinki as the national
responsible party for the Global Taxonomy Initiative (GTI) in connection with the CBD.
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4.12 Monitoring the state The action pian inciudes caiis for agreements
of biodiversity and managing on the national network-based monitoring of
biodiversity data biodiversity, on the content and extent of
monitoring, on the sharing of costs, and on
national and international reporting of the monitoring resuits. The aim is to monitor natural
and anthropogenic changes in biodiversity to ensure the preservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity. if significant changes are observed, attempts are made to determine their cause
and prevent harmful changes.
A national biodiversity monitoring system
fcovering species, ecosystems and genetic
resources) is being organised on the basis of
networked co-operation. A suitable set of
scientificalty tliable indicators is being deveLoped
to form the basis of biodiversity monitoring in
Finland. Existing criteria and indicators for
sustainable forestiy are being used in this work.
The backbone of the proposed monitoring programme consists of the 57 current national
biodiversity monitoring projects, which mainly focus on species. The programme witl include
both special monitoring prof ects* required by different statutes and international agreements,
and general monitoring.** Proposals for the general monitoring pro fects were completed in
2001, and for special monitoring at the end of 2004. The proposals cover habitat-specific
improvement needs (TST Expert Group 2001, 2005) as well as the need for funding for monitoring
projects (see 5.6). The proposals were made by the TST expert group, which during 2005 will
also deliberate on the possibility of developing a national set of indicators for the state of
biodiversity, related trends, and the effectiveness of biodiversity policies.
In spring 2003, the EU Environment Council
approved the FU Regulation concerning the monitoring of forests and environmental interactions
(Forest Focus). The obfective is implement a programme in Finland during the years 2003—2008
* Special monitoring is concerned with hahitacs, species, and populations titat are internationally and natiomdly rare or in
danger ot disappettring (species, biotopes, areas, commercially exploited spedes, rultivated plancs, livestock and ecologicallv
harmhil non-native speeies). Monitoring data is needed for planning consenation measures and evaluating their ffects(TST Expert Group 2005). ** General monitoring collects data on the hiodiversit of forests. peatlands. felly. maritte areas,
coasts. lakes and rivers, and fannland habitats, as well as on changes in the natura] state at the species. biotope, and limdscape
level (TST Expert Group 2001).
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to develop a system for long-term monitoring of the state of forests, including their biodiversity.
This process will be partly flnanced by the EU. Finland has considered it important that the
EU’s monitoring system 15 not developed separately from systems used in Finland and other
member states, and the Regulation does in fact obiige the European Commission to devetop
the system in close co-operation with EU member states.
The usage of remote sensing data and
geographicat data systems is being improved.
The contents of registers and data systems are
being devetoped and harmonised for application
at different regionat teveis and for different
types of user. More resources are being provided
for this work.
The ecological data needed to enable the preservation of biodiversity has been saved in
geographical data systems for the purposes ot nature conservation and land use planning,
for instance. The environmental administration has developed a system for managing data on
threatened species and other species that require monitoring. This TAXON data system promotes
the joint use of species data and encourages other necessary co-operation between users
within and outside the environmental administration. The forestry centres and environment
centres, for example, need occurrence data on threatened species for the needs of forest
planning and forest certification. Due to the fairly new TAXON system, data on threatened
species 15 processed more rapidly and better than before. Geographical data on species can
now be saved and studied using maps. Forestry organisations have aiready procured some
of this data for themselve5 in accordance with their needs. The Finnish Road Administration
also uses a geographical data system to ensure that valuable natural and cultural sites are
considered in the planning of roads. The collected data and research results can be used in
national nature conservation registers.
There are still deficiencies in the TAXON system’s
data content, but the systematic complementation and improvement of the data is under way.
There is stiil valuable species occurrence data that has not been compiled, verifled, or converted
into easily usabte geographical data. The TAXON system should be complemented with, for
example, species data available in museums of natural history and at forestry centres. Researchers
and amateur naturalists also have species data, which is stored in various reports and the
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databases of organisations. In order to improve data management, the environmental
administration has had to increase efforts in coLlecting, verifying, and storing occurrence data
on threatened species. More resources are needed to expand and verify the database. The
environmental administration has also begun to develop a data system for protected areas
(ALKU), which wiii become a part of the nature conservation data system.
Since 1995, Metsähaliitus has been using a
geographicai data system for natural resources that covers aimost ali state-owned iands (about
7 miiiion ha). This continuaiiy improved system comprises about one muuan polygonal map
segments, known as “compartments”, into each of which data can be entered for nearly 200
parameters and characteristics. This pianning tool for natural resource use enabies efficient
access to natural resource data for the purposes of analysis. The coiiection of basic data on
protected areas administered by Metsähaliitus began in 2003 as a four-year METSO prof ect.
Date 15 being coiiected on an area of about 1.7 muuan ha, with fieidwork carried out on about
500,000 ha. The data stored in the geographical data system (Suti-GIS) is used in pianning
the management and use of protected areas (natural management, restomtion), and in monitoring
Natura 2000 sites. During 2003 Metsähailitus coiiected data on a totai area of more than
136,000 ha in the METSO region, and nearly 100,000 ha eisewhere. In 2004, the corresponding
coiiection of basic data was aiso begun on privately owned protected areas.
The preparation of the National Forest Inventory
(VMI ), and the indicators of forest biodiversity it contains, wiui be faciiitated by sateihte
images and other numericai data, in addition to data collected in the fieid. Other geographicai
data systems have aiso been deveioped within the administrative sphere of the Ministry of
Agricuiture and Forestry (inciuding the METE survey of important habitats, data on hunters’
bags, game monitoring, flsh tagging data banks, and registers of the occurrence ot flsh).
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4.13 Communications The monitoring group for the nationaL action
and information techno(ogy pian is working to maintain construdive diatogue
between the various parties invoLved in
impiementing the pLan. Co-operation between
the monitoring group and the sustainabte
development committee is being intensified, for
instance in deveioping tocat agendas for
sustainabLe deveLopment.
in 2003, the nationai action pian’s monitoring group began to compiie nationat biodiversity
objectives for inciusion in the nationai action pian for sustainabie deveiopment. This was done
through coiiaboration between the different administrative branches. These objectives are based
on national and EU needs as weii as the WSSD action pian approved by Finiand in 2002. The
ministries of agricuiture and forestry, environment, transport and communications, and foreign
affairs have participated in this work. A good basis for a continuation of this work is the Ministry
ofAgricuiture and Forestry’s needs anaiysis (2004) for activities concerning renewabie naturai
resources and the countryside. Such an analysis is required of the administrative sector by
the WSSD action pian.
The exchange of information reLated to biodiversity
between and within administrative sectors is
being improved, atong with other forms of co
operation. Together with other parties invoived
in the impiementation of the action pian, the
Ministry of the Environment organises pubiic
seminars on the progress of the action pian.
SpeciaL thematic seminars are aiso organised
to increase the general awareness of issues
reiated to biodiversity.
The parties involved in the action pian have promoted the preservation, management, and
sustainabie use of biodiversity in various ways. For example, the invasive aiien species theme
of the United Nation’s internationai Biodiversity Day (May 22) in 2003 was presented at various
events and in a radio interview. A press reiease jointiy drafted by various ministries focused
on “Food, Water, and Heaith” as a theme for 2004, and emphasised the importance of biodiversity
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in ensuring food security and adequate suppiies of water, as weii as providing medicai resources.
Various stakehoiders have aiso pubiished various surveys, publications, guides, and pians,
which have aiso been wideiy distributed to the co-operation partners. The provision of
information in the internet has atso been improved (e.g., the sites Luontoon.fi, Utinaturen.fi,
and Outdoors.fi, which support hiking and outdoor recreation).
in spring 2003, the Ministry ofAgriculture and
Forestry organised a seminar on the Convention on Biodiversity and its work programmes and
published the study “Biodiversity in the Administrative Sector of the Ministry of Agricuiture
and Forestry”. The study is a summary of the essentiai biodiversity programmes, strategies,
and agreements, whose objectives and proposed measures are used by the ministry to deveiop
the preservation and management of biodiversity. in January 2002, the Ministry ofAgricuiture
and Forestry organised a one-day seminar on speciai agri-environmentai subsidies reiated to
biodiversity. This seminar was for designers of the speciai subsidy agreements, the staff of
the Empioyment and Economic Deveiopment Centres (TE Centres) who approve and monitor
speciai subsidies, and the environment centre offlciais responsibie for issuing statements. The
seminar focused on problems connected with speciai biodiversity and landscape subsidies,
and on increasing co-operation between the difterent actors.
As pari of their joint efforts to improve sustainabie
forestry, the Finnish Environment Centre and the Forestry Deveiopment Centre Tapio have
continued to carry out the work programme jointiy founded in 1998. Themes have inciuded
a) impiementation and monitoring of the nationai forestry and environment programmes, b)
use and improvement of data and data systems in impiementing forestry and environmentai
legisiation and programmes, and c) training and information related to naturai management
and nature conservation in forestry and the pubiication of reievant materiai.
in connection with the F1BRE/BITUMI programme,
researchers and professionais working in the forestry and environmental sectors arranged a
research excursion and fleid seminar in 2002 to assess the naturat state of naturai forest
habitats and commerciaiiy managed forests in Finland and the Republic of Kareha. in a
deveiopment project run by the Forestry Development Centre Tapio in the years 2002—2003,
professional foresters empioyed by the regional forestry centres were trained to pian and
impiement natural forest management projects. Where necessary, this has been done in co
operation with experts on water protection and nature conservation from the regionai environment
centres.
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In 2003, the Forestry Development Centre Tapio
and WWF Finland together arranged three expert seminars and field excursions, in which experts
from about ito different fields participated. The purpose of these events was to create and
promote the appreciation, identification, and management planning of traditional wooded
biotopes on private lands. These events were also designed to increase forestry experts’ and
planners’ knowledge about the biodiversity values of heritage landscapes, and how they tan
be taken into consideration in forestry.
Ground ruLes are being prepared on the condifions
for the use of biodiversity surveys and data
systems prepared in any administrative sector
by other administrative sectors or researchers.
The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry has prepared guidelines for the publication of documents
in the possession of forest centres. Details related to special agri-environmentat subsidies are
included in the Rural Civelihoods Register, whose availability is controlled by legislation
(1515/1994). The register’s data is normally confldential. The following information is however
public: information based on the act regulating the assignment of a business or organisation
ID; names and addresses of owners and tenants or possessors of an entry in the register;
information about the name, number, location, and surface area of the basic parcels of registry
entries; information about the line of business or field of activity and production sector of
companies, organisations, and self-employed professionals; and information about the surface
areas under different kinds of land use. Such public information can be shown and, in individual
cases, printed. This information can also be given to third parties with the consent of or at
the request of the registry entry’s owner or possessor, in accordance with an act or decree or
in accordance with a rule or regulation based on an act or decree, for the purposes of scientific
research or statistical analysis. The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry decides when such
information may be divulged. The register is maintained by the Information Centre of the
Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry, which charges fees to cover the costs incurred during the
use of its services.
The maintenance and development of Finland’s
national clearing house mechanism for biodiversity information (LUMONET; www.environmentfi/
lumonet) must be guaranteed through the provision of the necessary resources. Development
co-operation and/or regional co-operation funds are being used to develop clearing house
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mechanisms (CHMs) in connection with LUMONET for developing countries and transitional
countries. The basis for the preparation of the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)
is being extended to inctude non-OECD countries. The division of coverage and work between
the GBIF and CHMs is being ciarified.
The content, database, and computer technology
ot LUMONET were improved in the years 2002—2003 in connection with the renewal of the
environmental administration’s Internet information services. As a result, a new version of
LUMONET (in Finnish and English) was published in 2004. In addition, LUMONET has supported
communication and network co-operation related to the implementation of the National Action
Pian for Biodiversity in Finland 1997—2005, while also supporting the CBD’s communication
and scientific and technical co-operation.
The Museum of Natural History of the University
ot Helsinki has co-ordinated the compilation of collection and monitoring databases in museums
of natural history into mutually compatible digital databases* in accordance with the goals
of the GIobal Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF). The Museum of Natural History of the
University of Helsinki has especially concentrated on the compilation of taxonomic databases.
The goal is to arrange mutual access to collection and monitoring databases in connection
with LUMONET resulting in the improved communication of species and monitoring data
together with other biodiversity data (TST Expert Group 2001). ln this way, the Finnish GBIF
and LUMONET will form a national biodiversity portal that will serve both national and
international communication and decision-making.
4.14 1 nternationat International biodiversity co-operation constitutes
co-operation an important part of the imptementation of the
Finnish biodiversity programme. Finns have
activety supported and improved co-operation
in neighbouring regions, in co-operation with
the other Nordic Countries, and in the Arctic
region, as well as eLsewhere in Europe and
at giobal level.
* Conversion of the coliections’ data into electronic fortn, creation of appropriate user interfaces. and use of the Internet
(Finnish GBIf proiect LUMOS).
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Nordic co-operation and Finland has continued to participate in the
other regional co-operation programme for developing sustainable forestry
and the preservation of biodiversity in northwestern Russia. Finland has striven to promote
sustainable forestry and the preservation of biodiversity in the Republic of Karelia and the
St. Petersburg, Murmansk, Arkhangetsk, and Vologda districts. A total of 40 conservation
programmes have been carried out in these areas since 1997’. These programmes aim to
preserve biodiversity, to develop and complement the conservation network in northwestern
Russia, to improve the protected areas’ ability to serve the needs of training and nature-based
tourism, and to educate the public about nature.
In addition to the bilateral co-operation, the
development programme also promotes more extensive international co-operation by actively
participating in the activities of the International Contact Forum on Habitat Conservation in
the Barents Region (HCE). This forum was founded ii 1999 to promote and co-ordinate
multilateral nature conservation co-operation between Finland, Norway, Russia, and Sweden.
The goal is to improve the management of the protected areas in the Barents region, to make
recommendations for improving the conservation network, and to support other activities that
further habitat preservation.
The most important part of the nature
conservation element of the development programme’s third period (2005—2007) is GAP analysis
in northwestern Russia. This will assess the comprehensiveness and deficiencies of the current
network of protected areas. Based on this analysis, recommendations will be made for additions
to the network. The project witl produce a practical research-based tool for land use planning
at the regionat and federation level in northwestern Russia. Over the next three-year period,
the programme’s forestry section will increasingly focus on improving the training of forestry
sector employees in northwestern Russia.
Since the 199os, the “Fennoscandian Green BeIt”
project has been developed as part of co-operation on nature conservation between Finland
and Russia. This network of protected areas atong the Finnish-Russian border forms the
backbone of nature conservation co-operation between the two countries. Other co-operation
has involved strict nature reserves and national parks (including natural feature surveys,
facilities for services, the management of traditional agricultural Iandscapes, and environmental
education). Some of the most significant projects in neighbouring regions have been carried
out in northwestern Russia (e.g. Developing and Monitoring Sustainable Forest Management
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on the Karelian lsthmus, Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry (2002—2003); and Forest Regeneration
and Management of Young Stands in the Murmansk and Arkhangelsk Regions, Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry (2002—2004)). In addition, the Nordic Council of Ministers financed
the realisation of the proect National Parks for joint Beneflts (2002—2004) in NW Russia
(www.parksandbenefits.com).
In addition to projects funded by FinLand, Finnish
experts have carried out internationally sponsored projects that have improved and promoted
the regional preservation, management, and sustainable use of biodiversity. Examples of such
projects include the EU TACIS projects Karelia Parks Development (—2002); the Improvement
of Transfrontier Nature Conservation System in Verkhovyna (2002—2003); a World Bank project
in Moldova: Biodiversity Conservation in the Lower Dniester River Basin
— Institutional, Legal,
and Financial Assessment of the Proposed National Patk (2003) World Bank projects in Georgia
on Assistance with Forest Inventory and Forest Management Planning
— Forest Development
Project (2004); and the World Bank projectArmenia Natural Resources Management and Poverty
Reduction Project — Preparation of Forest Management Plans for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest
Enterprises (2004).
TACIS funding (1999—2001) has been used to
promote the integration of the preservation of biodiversity into the planning of national parks,
nature-based tourism, and projects designed to support Iocal livelihoods (Karelia Parks
Devetopment, http://parks.karetia.ru). Landscape ecological planning has also been carried out
on the Karelian Isthmus, and there has been participation in projects deveLoping sustainable
forestry in Arkhangelsk’s Kenozero protected area and in the Murmansk District. Finland has
also participated using TACIS funding in Ukraine in the Carpathian Transfrontier Environment
Network conservation and land use project, which aims to develop an international network
of protected areas.
The preservation of biodiversity in the
Fennoscandian boreal zone has been furthered by, for example, co-operating in the management
of protected areas in border regions with the authorities in Norway, Russia, and Sweden. The
joint Finnish-Swedish project A Green Bridge for the Gulf of Bothnia aims to develop visitor
guidance in the areas on either side of the narrowest stretch of the Gulf of Bothnia, to provide
guidelines for the management of protected areas, and to prepare an application for World
Heritage Site status for the area. A proposal to obtain world natural heritage site status for
the Kvarken Archipelago section of the post-glacial uplift coast was submitted to the Ministry
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of the Environment in September 2004.
Finland has also been active in promoting regional
co-operation between the Nordic and Baltic countries concerning nature conservation. On an
initiative by Finland, the Nordic-Baltic section of EUROPARC was founded in 2003 to further
co-operation between the authorities in charge of protected areas in Nordic and Baltic countries,
with one aim being to improve the quality and efficiency of protected area management. Finland
has closely co-operated with Estonia to help improve the management and administration of
Estonia’s protected areas, while also promoting Estonia’s Natura 2000 programme. The project
Habitat Restoration in Estonia’s Protected Areas has been carried out in co-operation with the
Estonian Ministry of the Environment, the Union of Protected Areas of Estonia (EKAL), and the
Lahemaa and the Karula National Park (www.ekal.org.ee/ekal/index-en.htm). Ihis pro ject supports
Estonia’s Natura 2000 process (LIFE Nature projects) and EU integration. Estonia’s Centre of
Forest Protection and Silvicutture received consulting help from Finland in relation to the
development of an environmental management system based on the ISO 14001 standard.
The Nordic Countries have also traditionally co
operated dosely on preserving genetic resources used in agriculture. The most visible
manifestation of this co-operation is the Nordic Gene Bank (NGB), maintained under the auspices
of the Nordic Council of Ministers. The NGB was established in 1979, and is located at Atnarp,
Sweden. lts task is to preserve and document genetic diversity in cultivated plants that are
significant for agriculture in the Nordic region. The bank’s collections at Alnarp include about
27,000 seed sampies, of which some 1,600 are of Finnish origin. The corresponding Nordic
Gene Bank for animal genetic resources (NGH) was set up in 1984 at the Agricultural University
of Norway. The NGH serves as an information centre and the focus of a co-operation network,
but it does not directly preserve genetic resources, as this responsibility is shared between
alI the countries involved. The NGB and the NGH both actively maintain links with other
institutes an dorganisations working with genetic resources in the region (e.g. the Vavilov
lnstitute — VIR), at European level (e.g. the European Co-operative programme for Crop Genetic
Resources Networks ECP/GR), and globally (e.g. the UN FAO). The EURORGEN Programme was
set up in 1994 to facilitate co-operation in Europe on forest genetic resources. Finland has
made significant contributions to EUFORGEN during the establishment and the impiementation
of the programme.
Finland has also been actively involved in the
co-operation on marine environmental issues between HELCOM (Helsinki Commission for the
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Protection of the Baltic Marine Environment) and OSPAR, which plays an important role in
preserving the biodiversity of Northern Europe’s marine biotopes, for example through the
creation of HELCOM and OSPAR’s joint marine protected area network. This network aims to
protect threatened and declining species and habitats, while also meeting the requirements
of the EU Marine Strategy and Natura 2000. An ecologically coherent and well-managed network
of marine protected areas must he created by 2010 together as part of the Natura 2000 network.
Other cases of co-operation concern fisheries and shipping issues in these areas as well as
mitigating possible harmful environmental effects of geneticaHy modified organisms.
Metsähallitus’s marine strategy includes the
surveying of threatened biotopes as defined by HELCOM, a malor inventory of underwater
marine biotopes, and improvements to seal monitoring. Finland has atso implemented HELCOM
Recommendations by establishing special protected areas for seals, and by participating in
intensifled porpoise monitoring in the Baltic Sea. International co-operation 15 also necessary
in such matters as reducing bycatch, developing selective fishing gear and better fishing
techniques, and in protecting threatened species. These objectives can be furthered by increasing
co-operation with the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission (IBSFC).
Finland has also participated in a three-year joint
project of the forestry and environmentat sector organised by the Nordic Council of Ministers,
Managing forest habitats
— challenges for the forestry and environmental sectors in the Nordic
Countries, and in its continuation, which dealt with new Nordic forest biotope conservation
methods.
Arctic co-operation Finland has continued to participate in the Arctic
Council’s Conservation ofArctic Elora and Fauna (CAFF) working group, and began ts two-year
chairmanship in November 2004. The 2003 meeting of the subgroup CAFF Flora Group was
held in Helsinki. CAFF’s most important recent project has been the development of a circumpolar
biodiversity monitoring network. The related proposals, prepared with the help of €15,ooo of
funding from the Ministry of the Environment, were submitted to a ministerial meeting of the
Arctic Council in November 2004 for approval.
Another important Arctic project is the Arctic
Climate lmpact Assessment (ACIA), in which CAFF the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment
Programme (AMAP), and the International Arctic Science Committee (IASC) are active. The
project evaluates in detail the impacts of climate change and increased ultraviolet radiation
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on the environment and its living resources, on human health, and on infrastructure. Finnish
researchers participated in the preparation of the project’s report, which has more than 1,000
pages. The report deals with the aiready observed effects of climate change on plants and
animals and their habitats, in addition to predicting future developments. Policy recommendations
based on the scientiflc conclusions are being prepared.
Pan-European co-operation Finland is supporting pan-European co-operation
reLated to the Convention on Biotogica( Diversity
in various fieLds.
Finland has actively participated in pan-European development work on biodiversity, for example
in the biodiversity group founded by the European Commission in 2002 and the related
subgroups set up to help the Commission renew the EU’s biodiversity strategy and action
plans. They also supported the Commission in drawing up the action pian for the EU objective
for 2010, i.e, to hait the decline in biodiversity by 2010. In spring 2004, Finland participated
in the conference organised by lreland in Malahide, which proposed measures necessary for
achieving this objective (Message from Malahide 2004). Finnish experts have also participated
in working groups set up to promote the protection of ecologically valuable European frontier
areas and to facilitate cross-border co-operation on conservation (EUROPARC and
IUCN/WCPNEurope).
Finland has already for a long time participated
in preparing conferences for forestry ministers (Strasbourg 1990, Helsinki 1993, Lisbon 1998,
and Vienna 2003), and in carrying out the decisions of these conferences. About a quarter of
the resolutions of forestry ministers’ conferences have concerned preserving and increasing
forest biodiversity in Europe. Related measures have included the acceptance of guidelines
for assessing the classification of European protected forests and protection forests, and the
establishment of a framework for co-operation between the forestry ministers’ conferences and
the Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy (PEBLDS). Finland has also
participated in the monitoring of the decisions of the Vienna conference, for example, in the
expert conference held in spring 2004 in Poland. This conference examined similarities and
differences between the ecosystem approach and the sustainable management and use of
forests under European conditions.
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Giobal co-operation Opportunities for coltaboration on the nationat
imptementation of both the Convention on
Biotogicat Diversity (Rio de Janeiro, 1992) and
the Ctimate Convention (Kyoto, 1997) are being
assessed, with improvements made where
needed.
Finland supported the work ot the Ad hoc Technical Expert Group (AHTEG), which was established
by the CBD, and dealt with the relationship between biodiversity and climate change. The
working group convened three times; in January 2002 (Helsinki), September 2002 (Montreal),
and May 2003 (Helsinki). The AHIEG was co-chaired by Mr. Robert Watson (USA) and Mrs. Outi
Berghäll (Finland). The result of the work was drawn up as a report (Ad hoc Technical Expert
Group on Biological Diversity and Climate Change 2003), which was distributed at the lth
Ordinary Meeting ot the Conference of the Parties to the CBD in Kuala Lumpur in February
2004.
Finland has supported the establlshment of the
intergovernmentat UN Forum on Forests (UNFF),
and is promoting the impiementation of measures
proposed by the IPF and the 1FF, while atso
working towards a giobat agreement on forests.
The work of the UNFF is being supported through
participation in the CBD’s Ad Hoc Technicat
Expert Group on Forest Biotogkat Diversity
(AHTEG). The Ministries ot Agricutture and
Forestry, Trade and Industry, Foreign Afhirs, and
Education, and the Finnish Academy are working
with the Ministry of the Environment to obtain
a ptace for a Finnish forest expert in the CBD
Secretariat.
In the years 2001—2002, the work of a Finnish forest expert in the CBD Secretariat was funded
by the Finnish ministries of foreign affairs, trade and industry, agriculture and forestry, and
the environment. The Finnish expert played an important role in the preparation of the expanded
forest work programme on preservation and sustainable use of forest biodiversity approved
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at the 6th Ordinary Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the CBD (The Hague, 2002).
The implementation in Finland of the forest work programme’s recommendations has been
assessed by the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry.
A Finnish expert also served as a secretary and
member of the Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group on Forest Biological Diversity. ln the CBD
Secretariat, the expert was also responsible for the preparation of matters concerning forest
biodiversity, co-operation between the CBD and the UNFF and climate change.
Finland has actively participated in the work of
the UNFF (2001—2005) and helped to flnance the UNFF’s activities. Finland has emphasised
the importance of co-operation between UNFF and CBD through, for example, the Collaborative
Partnership on Forests (CPF). Finland’s main goal is still to ensure that the work of the UNFF
results in a global forest convention.
DeveLopment co-operation and Finland has supported the work of the GIobal
the sharing of information and Environmental Facility (GEF), founded in 1991,
technotogies which primarily flnances projects in developing
countries designed to promote the preservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, to curb
climate change, to promote international co-operation on water protection, and to prevent
erosion. Finland’s share of the additional funding of $2,92o million raised for the GEF’s third
period (2002—2006) has been about one percent (€26.7 million). Finland has also given an
additional €2.9 million to the GEF to ensure its ability to operate.
Funding has also been provided for the
multilateral development co-operation work of the World Bank’s Trust Fund for Environmentally
and Socially Sustainable Development (TFESSD) and the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research (CGIAR). Both of these organisations are currently running projects related
to biodiversity. Finland has additionally funded several bilateral development projects related
to the protection of biodiversity. Finland’s financial contributions for development co-operation
work related to biodiversity have been rising in recent years.
Protecting biodiversity is an essential part of
many environmental administration development projects. One of the largest such projects,
Nicaragua’s PROAMBIENTE environmental programme, 5 focusing on the comprehensive
development of environmental administration. Funding is being provided for an environmental
administration development project in South Africa’s NW Province, which includes biodiversity
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surveys that witt form the basis for planning. The development of the environmental data banks
used by Kyrgyzstan’s environment ministry 15 being financed. A Tanzanian project focuses on
integrated land use in Zanzibar and improvements to environmental administration. Other
environmental and forestry development projects atso involve the preservation of biodiversity.
Finnish funding has been used by the Peruvian Government to create a sustainable use of
biodiversity strategy for Peruvian Amazonia. In the East Usambara Mountains of Tanzania
support has been provided for projects that promote the preservation of biodiversity and the
sustainable use of natural resources. This successful project has now been transferred into
Tanzanian hands, after 12 years of support from Finland. Other development programmes
incorporating the consideration of forest biodiversity include a Namibian forestry programme
focusing on the sustainable use of forest products and services. Finland has also supported
the activities of NGOs, including projects related to the preservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity run in developing countries by WWF Finland and the Siemenpuu Foundation.
Development co-operation funds have also been used to support biodiversity research organised
by the Finnish Academy in Peru, and a project commissioned by the Finnish Foreign Ministry
in Zanzibar.
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The Nationai Action Pian for Biodiversity in
Finland has been imptemented within the
framework of ministeriai budgets. The costs
invoived have Largety depended on how weii
ministries have been abie to integrate the mtevant
measures into their other ptanning and
deveiopment work. Section 5 of this report
outiines the resources and funding needed for
the continued impiementation of the action pian.
5.1 Nature conservation In 1996, the Finnish government’s ministerial
programmes economic policy committee approved a nature
conservation funding programme for 1996—2007,
earmarking a total sum of 0552.5 million for the implementation of conservation programmes,
tand acquisition for the State, and compensation for Iandowners, aiming to ensure that the
government-approved nature conservation programmes can be duly implemented. The goal
has been to negotiate with the owners of areas belonging to nature conservation programmes
about sale, exchange, or compensation contracts to be agreed before the funding period ends
in 2007. Income from the sale of state-owned Lands administered by MetshaLIitus has been
used to implement nature conservation programmes in accordance with the abovementioned
funding programme.
The funding programme has accounted for other
obligations as well as the official conservation programmes, including the financing of planning
restrictions, measures focusing on species in need of special protection, the protection of oLd
growth forests, and other possible costs such as additional expenses reLated to the estabLishment
of the Natura 2000 protected areas network. It was made clear when the Government established
the METSO committee to set up a programme for the conservation of forests in southern
Finland on 13.12.2000, that ‘the committee’s proposals must ensure that any public expenses
can be met within the framework of the ministeriaL economic poticy committee’s comprehensive
funding programme for nature conservation activities of 552.5 muuan euros, as approved on
4.6.1996 for the years 1996—2007.”
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The aim of this funding programme 15 to complete
current natute conservation programmes by the end of 2007. According to the programme of
Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen’s Government, the implementation and scope of the funding
programme will be reviewed during 2005. This review 15 necessary, since the contents and cost
levels of the programme have changed somewhat since it was first deflned. The funds budgeted
for the implementation of nature conservation programmes have fallen short of the levels
envisaged in the funding programme, and this deflcit must be made up over the final years
of the funding programme in order for ts objectives to be achieved. Table shows the funding
allocated for the implementation of conservation programmes in the years 1996—2003.
5.2 Research, monitoring, The report Red List of Threatened Species in
conservation, and Finland 2000 included calculations of the
management work re(ated additional resources needed for research on and
to threatened species the monitoring, protection, and management of
threatened species (Rassi et al. 2001, p. 317—379).
These expenses amount to a total of €3.9 million a year over the next ten years (research:
€o.6m, monitoring €r.4m, protection €o.8m, and management €1.2m).
The Ministry of the Environment has allocated
resources amounting to €o.2—o,5 million per year during the period 1998—2004 for use in
projects, reports, and planning retated to the management and protection of threatened species
Table 4. ftrnds (1 000 euro) allocated 1996—2003 to the impletnentation of nature conservation programmes
(Ministrv of the Environment 2003).
Ent Min. Metsä- Metsäh.
la,uI hallitus Iand Ent. Min
Year purchases purchases exchanges cornpensation Totat
1996 14622 2857 10992 3193 31664
1997 18655 12605 8740 7227 47227
1998 19664 10925 8067 7815 46471
1999 14118 22353 8740 12941 58152
2000 12440 16555 7059 11600 47654
2001 17155 9580 5550 11604 43890
2002 13355 9580 5550 16405 4489t)
2003 6760 9580 5550 9200 31 090
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on private and. The recipients of these funds included the Finnish Environment Institute, the
regional environment centres, WWF expert groups for different species groupings, universities,
and natural history museums (see Table 5). Resources have been aLlocated by species grouping,
with the most endangered species prioritised. The funds have also had to be used to flnance
many of the protection and management surveys of areas where threatened species occur
as weII as evaluations of species’ threatened status. The Finnish Environment Institute has
financed more than 1,000 surveys of the occurrence of threatened species at a cost of
approximately euro 20,000—30 000 a year since 2000.
During the 19905, Metsähallitus Natural Heritage
Services annually spent some €o.5—o.8m of funds from the Ministry of the Environment on
the protection and management of protected species and their habitats on state-owned Iand.
In 2003, the corresponding figure was about €i million. These figures do not include funds
used for the management and restoration of natural habitats, although these activities also
signiflcantly support the management of threatened species. Over the period 1998 — 2004,
the authorities paid out around euro 2.3 million in compensation for damage caused to reindeer
by goiden eagles (see Table 6).
Table 5. Annual budgets 1998—2004 for (he protcc(k)n and management of threatened species on
private lanil, in millions of euros (finnish Environrnent Institute 2004).
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
0.22 0.22 0.24 0.29 0.32 0.48 0.48
Table 6. Government compensation paid for damage caused to reindeer by goiden eagles, in euros, 1998—2004
(Metsiihafiitus 2004).
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Toki!
271041 279201 296279 311562 354870 402807 416835 2332595
Table 7. Governrnent funds budgeted for the managemeot and maintenance of protected areas 1997—2003,
in thousands of euros (Ministiy of the Environineni 2003).
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
11269 11469 12395 12627 13679 15335 17867
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5.3 The management The management of protected areas on state
of protected areas owned land is primarily the responsibility of
Metsähattitus Natural Heritage Services The
regional environment centres are mainly responsibte for managing private protected areas. The
amounts of funds allocated in the national government budget for the management and
maintenance of protected areas have increased favourably in recent years (see Table 7). The
Ministry of the Environment increased its funding ofMetsähatlitus’s management and maintenance
work in protected areas by almost 50 % over the period 1999—2003. Funds for this work from
the Ministry of Labour and the EU have atso risen, but further increases are unlikely. The
Ministry of Labour has made considerable cutbacks in spending on job creation schemes across
the country, and one hindrance to applying for more EU project funding is the shortage of
complementary national funding.
Thanks to these increased resources, it has been
possible to improve the management of protected areas through administrative changes and
the apptication of a new set of principles for protected area management. In spring 2003,
supplementary budget funding was allocated for 2003 and 2004 to allow Metsähallitus to
imptement the METSO and VILMAT programmes. The extensive habitat restoration and natural
management work included in METSO required additional funding. Guidehnes for the realisation
of Metsähallitus’s restoration measures are to be found in both the METSO decision, and the
report of the working group set up by the Ministry of the Environment on habitat restoration
in protected areas (2003).
Despite the increase in funding allocations by
the Ministry of the Environment, the funds designated for management and maintenance of
protected areas are stitl not sufficient for carrying out these tasks. The completion of current
conservation programmes will in the near future rapidty increase the numbers of state-owned
protected areas administered by Metsähallitus and privately owned protected areas. The increase
in the number of protected areas wiIl be greatest in southern Finland. Stili more work will result
from Finland’s obligations regarding the Natura 2000 network, and from the growing significance
of protected areas for hiking, nature tourism, and othet recreationat activities.
The funding allocated by the Ministry of the
Environment for the management and maintenance of protected areas ts crucial for their long
term development. According to proposals presented by Metsähallitus to the Ministry of the
Environment in autumn 2003, the funds allocated to Metsähallitus for management and
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maintenance of protected areas would need to be increased by €5 mittion in real terms
compared to their level Ii, 2004 to ensure that the organisation’s increasing worktoad is
satisfactorily dealt with.
5.4 The EU’s EU LIFE Nature funds are allocated for the
LIFE Nature [und protection of species and habitats listed in the
bird directive and the habitats directive,
particutarty in areas proposed for the Natura 2000 network of protected areas (up to 50 %
of totat coSts; or in exceptionat cases up to 75 %). Since joining the EU in 1995, Finland has
received a total of nearly €38m in EU LIFE Nature funding for 40 difterent projects, each lasting
2—4 years (see Table 8).
5.5 Biodiversity, Managing forest habitats
agricuLture and forestry Environmental subsidies granted under the Act
on the Financing of Sustainable Forestry
(1094/1996) and other natural management measures significantly promote biodiversity in
commerciatly managed forests. Government budgets since 1997 have allocated approximately
€2.5m a year to promote natural forest management. The National Forest Programme (KMO
2010) increased this funding by some
€r.7m. In accordance with the proposats of the METSO
Forest Biodiversity Programme for Southern Finland, funding for natural forest management
was raised to about €4.4 miltion Iii 2003. This statutory funding intended for the promotion
of natural management has been used for the payment of compensation to tandowners retated
to habitat preservation measures, for naturat management projects, for surveys of the key
habitats specified in the Forest Act (the METE project), for natural management training and
consulting, and for natural values trading (see Table 9).
The criteria for environmentat subsidies for
forestry were changed ifl 2000 and 2004. In 2000, the basis for calculating subsidies was
changed from the taxable value of a cubic metre of timber to the average stumpage price, and
subsidy periods were shortened from 30 years to 10 years. The change that came into effect
at the beginning of 2004 restricted the length of environmental subsidy agreements to 10
years. The changed subsidy conditions produced uncertainty that coutd be seen in the use
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of the 2003 environmental subsidies, with forest owners waiting until the changed subsidy
conditions were presented in the METSO programme.
By the end of 2003, agreements had been made
covering a total area of 7,850 hectares. About two-thirds of the sites are streamside habitats,
many of which also consist of herb-rich woodland or nutrient-rich spruce mire habitats. The
rest of the areas covered by subsidies are divided fairly evenly between other habitat types.
The priority sites for subsidies have been the key habitats specified in Section 10 of the Forest
Act. Within the framework of the finances avaiiabie, regionat forest centres may grant
environmental subsidies to preserve other vaiuabie habitats, or for other habitat management
measures.
Table 8. EU LJfENature fiinding received by Finland (millions of euros) and the numher of development
projects started each year over the period 1995—2003. Applications for funding in 2000 were postponed until
2001 due to the preparations for chaiiges in LIFE funding procedures (Ministrv of the Environment 2004).
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000—2001 2002 2003
Funding (cmiii.) 2.8 5.3 11.4 0.4 1.6 4.4 4.4 4.5
Newprojects 5 5 7 1 7 5 6 4
Table 9. Äiiocation ot statuton ftinding within govenlment hudgets for Promoting naturai inanagemerit in
commerciaiivinanagedforests, 1997—2003. in miffions of euros, approx. (linistrv of Agriculture and Forestn
2004).
1997 1938 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
Suneys of kev habitats 2.0 1.48
specified in the forest Äct (pilot stage (lst sunev
(Section 10) (METE) 1996—1997) vear) 1.7 2.17 2.18 2.02 2.09
Emironmental subsidies
(Section 19) < 0.10 0.30 0.80 1.37 1.54 1.47 1.25
Regional natural management
projects (Section 20) 0.3t) 0.25 0.50 0.68 0.61 0.62 0.85
Natural vaiues trading
(Section t9a) 0.20
Nationai naturai managenlent
deveiopment projects **) 0.1 0.1 0.25 0.23 0.03 0.04 0.08
** This ftinding indudes flnancing for the development of studies reiated to naturai management ovet the period t997—1999
(approx. euros Otin per vear). From 2000 onwards, this financiai subsidy has been induded in the fttnding for regionat
naturat managemcnt projccts.
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The demand for environmental subsidies varies
greatly from region to region. The results of the special survey of Forest Act sites completed
in summer 2004 (the METE project) enable the more precise allocation of environmental
subsidies to each forest centre, thus facilitating the planning natural management projects
that preserve biodiversity.
The natural values trading begun the Satakunta
region of Western Finland in 2003 is a new METSO pilot project. This scheme received funding
from both the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. The
project had
€400,000 at ts disposal, which enabled 38 agreements to he concluded covering
a total area of 228 ha. Forest owners have been especially interested in voluntary conservation
methods. Sites with a total area of 1,450 ha were oftered for natural values trading.
The METSO programme (see 4.3) required
additional funding totalling
€61.7 million in the years 2003—2007, of which the Ministry of
the Environment is to contribute almost
€30 million, and the Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry
more than
€11 million. Metsähallitus’s income from the sale of state-owned lands minus
personnel costs amounts have amounted to €21 million. METSO funding is ensured in the
programme of Prime Minister Vanhanen’s government.
A Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry working
group has considered the need for changes in the Act on the Funding of Sustainable Forestry.
The aim is to include the impiementation of the METSO pilot projects in the Act, and the
corresponding bill was presented to Parliament on 22.5.2003. Deficiencies related to the
payment of environmental subsidies are to be corrected.
The completion of the surveys of the key habitats
specified in the Forest Act frees up funds for environmental subsidies. The funds annually
allocated to environmental subsidies and natural management projects will be raised to €8
million by 2007, in accordance with the METSO Programme. Table 10 shows the funds altocated
to environmental subsidies for forestry over the period 1999—2003.
Table 10. Environmental subsidies (million euros), numbers of agreetnents, and total areas eovered (hectares)
over the period 1999—2003 (Ministr of Agriculture and forestt’ 2004).
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
Environmental subsidies (million euros) 0.76 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.4
Agreements (no.) 74 132 223 251 176
Total area (ha) 250 1,584 1,300 1,959 2,574
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Agri-environmental subsidies The agri-environmentai subsidies system (with
the programme periods 1995—1999 and 2000—2006), which forms part of Finiand’s rural
development programme, aims to reduce the environmentai burden of agricuiture, and to
promote biodiversity in farmiand habitats. in 2003, a total of €290 miilion in environmental
subsidies was paid to 93 % of ali farmers receiving agriculturai subsidies. Basic and suppiementary
measures accounted for more than €255.9 million of the total sum, and speciai subsidies
amounted to about €34.1 miihon. The Ministry ofAgriculture and Forestry supported environmental
training and consulting in agricuiture to the tune of€r.3 million in 2003. Special agri-environmentai
subsidies may be granted for estabhshing buffer zones, creating and managing wetlands, organic
farming, managing traditional agricuiturai biotopes and raising native livestock breeds, for
instance (Tabie ii). More than haif of these subsidies come from EU funds (EU funding amounts
to 75 % in Objective 1 areas and 50 % eisewhere).
5.6 Nationat biodiversity The need to organise resources to further deveiop
monitoring, data registers, data registers and information systems related
and information systems to biodiversity is one of the centrai requirements
of the National Action Pian. if the monitoring of
biodiversity and its associated data registers and information systems can be set up effectiveiy
with adequate input from different sectors, the resuits wiil be of great service to experts in the
preservation, management, and sustainabie use of biodiversity and to iand use pianners.
Deveioping and harmonising data registers and information systems wiii aiso require resources
at regionai and iocai leveis.
The research, monitoring, and information systems
(TST) expert group presented its proposais for the organisation of a nationai biodiversity
monitoring system on 10.1.2002 (TST Expert Group 2001). A summary of the resource needs
reiated to these proposais ts presented in the second progress report pubiished by the monitoring
group in 2002. Proposais for the organisation of the speciai monitoring prof ects required of
Finland by decrees or international agreements, including the related resource assessments,
were compieted at the end of 2004 (TST Expert Group 2005). it has been possibie to reduce
the need for resources for biodiversity monitoring thanks to the vaiuable work done by volunteers
and dedicated amateurs, who are estimated to have contributed more than 200 person-years
of work; aithough hobbies reiated to nature have been becoming less popular recentiy, and
this couid reduce the number of amateur naturalists abie and wiiling to heip with this work.
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Table 11. Total values of agri-environmental subsidv agreements (euro);
nos. offarms; aiid toini areas involved (ha); 2000—2003 (Ministn’ of Agriculwre and Forestrv 2004).
2000
E1RMS M SUB. EUR
71 140.81 66 499.61
51 165.61 74 125.45
4 2.39 1 017.38
2010 Creation and managemeni of buifer zones, 5 yrs. (2000-)
2011 Creation and management of buifer zones, 10 yrs. (2000-)
2012 Creation and rnmagement of wetlands and
sedirnentation ponds, 5 yrs. (2000-)
2013 Creation and inanagement of wetlands and
sedimentation ponds, 10 yrs. (2000-)
2019 Landscape improvement and management, 5 yrs. (2000-) 43 291.99 50 457.61
2020 Landscape improvement and management, 10 yrs.(2000-) 13 58.04 17 359.59
2021 Promoting biodiversity, 5 yrs. (2000-) 21 70.04 19 236.27
2022 Promoting biodiversit 10 yrs. (2000-) 11 143.68 32 559.2 1
2023 Trad. agdc. biotopes (not fields) 5 yrs. (2000-) 217 2 979.70 645 202.41
2027 Rnising native Iivestock breeds 93 650.00 76 965.83
2028 Growing nalve crop varieties 5 yrs. (2000-) 2 2.00 689.90
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2001 2002 2003
3
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fARMS 1L4 SUB. EUR FARMS H4 SUB. EUR E4RMS H4 StB,EUR
274 673.92 298 979.90 450 1 070.47 475 90.66 802 1 848.87 822 784.55
145 469.35 207 421.22 20% 652.97 287 532.74 288 839.63 37t) 680.28
25 19.72 6 441.67 28 28.13 8 330.11 44 4.15 14 939.36
Jo 16.90 6 517.04 11 17.61 6 836.49 22 24.24 9 294.86
235 81+.58 200 436.88 378 1 377.62 359 030.7 566 2 053.37 550 776.18
82 317.37 90 059.78 130 519.48 138 054.78 183 688.31 184 201.79
204 936.26 295 614.76 369 788.05 551 373.66 576 2 759.17 892 057.85
79 419.62 113 257.13 127 586.15 174 291.21 193 876.4% 282 039.82
991 10 07t).51 2 116 306.08 579 16907.37 902 646.81 115 22 229.65 5 387 761.86
236 2 531.00 226 677.27 763 9 609.00 526 495.99 885 10 630.00 607 798.17
2 2.00 520.25 7 7.28 2 039.17 7 7.00 2 375.31
2
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impacts of the national action pian
-
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An evaluation of the biodiversity impacts of the Nationai Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland
1997—2005 commenced in the beginning of 2004. This work is to examine the present state
of biodiversity in Finland and current trends, whiie aiso assessing the effectiveness and adequacy
of the national action pian with regard to safeguarding biodiversity. The evaluation 5 particuiariy
being based on the iatest information avaiiabie on biodiversity and reiated trends since 1997,
but information from before 1997 wiii aiso be used.
The resuits of the evaiuation are due in March
2005, and wiii be considered during the drafting of a new national action pian for the period
2006—2016, which wiil commence during 2005. To facilitate the use of the evaluation results
in the drafting of the new pian of action, the report will particuiarly focus on the effectiveness
of the present actio pian, in terms of the effectiveness of the measures and policies carried
out by the various administrative sectors with regard to maintaining biodiversity. Attention
will particu[arly he paid to recent changes in specific sectoral activities, and whether these
changes are adequate with respect to the scale of the ecoiogical impacts of the activities
concerned. The evaluation will also examine the social, economic and other impacts of the
measures within the pian, and consider opportunities and measures to impiement the objectives
set by the WSSD and the EU for 2010.
This evaluation will aiso provide a basis for the
assessment of the biodiversity impacts of the METSO Forest Biodiversity Programme for Southern
Finland (see 4.3). The evaluation of the METSO Programme will he carried out separately, and
should he completed by the end of 2006. It wili not yet be possihle to evaluate the overali
adequacy of the new forest biodiversity preservation measures currently being tested within
the METSO Programme, 50 this assessment wiii focus on the ability of these measures to
resolve problems related to the preservation of biodiversity in the sites concerned, and on
opportunities to appiy the triat schemes on a wider scale.
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Äppendix
Reports of the working groups supporting the monitoring of
the Nationat Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland during the period 2002—2004,
and their pians of action for 2005.
i. The sustainabte use of biotogicaL resources expert group
Cliair: Jari Niemelä (University of Helsinki); Secretaries: Marja Vieno (University of lbrku)
and Arto Naskali (Finnish Forest Research Institute
- Metia)
The expert group’s activities in 2002 began with a seminar for decision-makers, covering economic
aspeas of biodiversity and the current state of international environmental agreements (Helsinki,
Siiiitytato, 6.2.2002).
1.1 The Ecosystem approach
During the period 200 1—2004 the sustainable use of biological resotirces expert group particularlv focused
on the use of the Ecosvstem approach as a tool for the international implementation of the Convention on
Biological Diversitv (CBD) in cross-sectoral regiona] phmning. The group covered the apphcaion of lie principles
of this approacli both in Finland and in Finlands developrnent Co-operation policies. A report on the application
of the Ecosystem approach has heen published in The Finnish Environment publications series (Jäppinen et
al. 2004).
1.2 Finland’s opportunfties to participate in international devetopment projects
The Ecosvstem approach, the CBD programmes and other new related activities have led to a reorientation of
the various funding inechartisrns rehtted to the Convention. The 6th Conference of the Parties 10 the Convention
on Biologictil Diversity (COP6. The Hague, 2002) discussed vadous mechanisms linking the CBD and the Climate
Convention, such as the Clean Developnicnt Mechaiiisrn. These processes gire rise to ntanv opportunities in
developing countrtes for projects and expertise related to reforesiation and forest cultivation.
Finland can particularly provide international projects with expertise related to such issues as protected
area phmning, the administration of biodiversity data, the management of forest biodiversit and the use of
genetic resources. In this context the expert group has assessed the markets in the environmental sector related
to the international implementation of the CBD. Opportunities for Finnish experts to export their know-how and
participate in international biodiversity projects have been assessed in a project led by the cxpert group’s
chairman. A preliminan’ report on this project has been compiled, btit niore work ts to he done at the enil of
2004 and during 2005 to complete a final report.
1.3 Economic linknges from biodiversity
On the basis of tai extensive report on economic opportunities related to biodiversity prepared over ten years
by an expert group from the OECD, a working group led hy researcher Arto Naskahi (Finnish Forest Research
Insiitate
- Metla) has prepared a report with regard to conditions in Finland, also exarnining economic instrurnents
and positive and negative incentives. The resultant report ts dtie to be published during 2005, possibly in the
finnish Environmeut pubhications series.
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1.4 Other activities planned for 2005
In addition to continuing with the activities described above, during 2005 the expert group has also planned
to prepare a report on the “Addis Ababa Principles” on the sustainable use of biodiversity. This reporting viIl
take the same form as the assessment of the Ecosystem approach described above, and will focus on how these
principtes can he applied in Finland.
The expert group vil1 addilonaliy participate in the preparation of the next Natiomil Action Pian for
Biodiversity in finland.
2. The research, monitoring and
information systems expert group (TST group)
Chairs: Heikki Toivonen (finnish Environment Institute — SYKE), and Mikko Kuusinen (Ministry
of the Environment); Secretary: Ulla-Maija Liukko (Finnish Environment Institute — SYKE)
2.1 Preparing for die special monitoring of biodiversity
The TST Group began to prepare proposais for the special monitoring of biodiversity (i.e. the establishment
of monitoring systems focusing on certain habftats and species, as required by various tpes of legislation) in
spring 2002. This work vas due 10 he completed by the beginning of 2005. A report should then he printed
and circulated for official statements.
2.2 Summary ofproposals related to the organisation of biodiversity monitoring
When the proposals for the special monitoring of biodiversity have heen completed, summarised proposais for
an overail biodiversity monitoring programme vil1 he prepared by cornpiling the new proposais with the TST
group’s earlier proposais (TST Expert Group 2001) on general biodiversity monitoring. This technical summaiy
vill he submitted to the Ministiy of the Environment, and then used by the National Action Pian for Biodiversity
in Finland Monitoring Group.
2.3 Development of biodiversity indicators
The need to develop reliable biological indicators has widely been stressed, and promoting tlus work is specified
as one of the TST Expert Grotip’ tasks. Various organisations are currently working to compile and develop a
variety of indicators related to biodiversity The TST Group received funding for these purposes from the Ministry
of the Environment during the period 2002—2003. This work has been designed to develop indicators applicable
in Finnish conditions for monitoring purposes, related to the Europe’s biodiversity target for 2010 as defined
jo the 7th Conference of Parties 10 the CBD (2/2004), the Malahide Conference (5/2004) and the EU’s biodiversity
working group, while also assessing the availabiflty of the necessary information. Attempts are being made to
take advantage of other work on biodiversity indicators already being done in Finland. The fruits of this work
wffl be submitted in a report to he used by the Ministry of the Environment and the Natiomd Action Pian for
Biodiversity in Finland Monitoring Group. The TST group will oversee and support the production of this report.
2.4 Other activities during 2005
As vell as being involved in the projects described above, during 2005 the TST Group will participate in the
preparation of the next National Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland, by assessing needs, and by evaluating
the significance and practicality of measures proposed for the pian. The group will also maintain contacts with
the Finnish biodiversity researchers’ network (fPBRS) and attempt to arrange a joint event.
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3. The biodiversity impacts assessment group for
the Nationat Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland, and
the METSO Forest Biodiversity Programme for Southern Fintand
Chair: Pekka Salminen (Ministry of the Environment); Secretaries: Jukka-Pekka Jappinen
(finnish Environment institute
- SYKE) and Tommi Tenhola (Forestry Development Centre Tapio)
3.1 Activities during the period 2003—2004
The assessment group drafted a pian for the evaiuation of the biodiversity impacts of the Nationai Action Pian
for Biodiversity 1997—2005, and the group is overseeing the re]ated evaluation work, which commenced jo the
beginning of 2004. The evaiuation work is being carried out by a research consortium ied by the finnish
Environment tnstitute (SYKE), and shouid be completed by the end of February 2005. The resuits of the evaluation
will form the basis for the preparation during 2005 of a new action pian. This evaiuation work also supports a
separate evaiuation project examining the biodiverstty impacts of the METSO forest Biodiversity Programrne
for Southern Finland. Progress with the pilot schemes within the METSO programme has aiso been assesscd
through quesionnaires and self-evaiuation.
3.2 Activities during 2005
The assessment group wifl continue to carry out this work dudng 2005, and will aiso participate in ttte preparation
of the next National Äction Pian for Biodiversitv in Finland.
4. International biodiversity issues preparation group
and expert network
Chair: Esko Jaakkola (Ministry of the Environment); Secretaries: Marina von Weissenberg (Ministry
of the Environment) and Jussi Laanikari (Ministry of Agriculture and forestry)
4.1 Activities during the period 2003—2004
The preparation group was set up by the Ministiy of the Environment on 25.3.2003, and started work on
28.5.2003. The group’s main tasks inciude the co-ordination of finlands participation in organisations re]ated
to the CBD, and Finlands roie in the activities of the EC Council forum the Working Party for International
Environmental issues (WPtEtlBiodiversity).
The preparation group co-ordinated Finlands contributions to the meeting of the Subsidiary Body on
Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice (SBSTTA - Montreal 10-14.11.2003), as part of the preparatioos
for the 7th Conference of Pariles to the CBD (COP7, Kuala Lumpur 9-20.2.2004), and also participated in the
preparations of the relatcd European Council deciarations, which focused on the CBD’s protected areas working
programme (Environment Councii 12/2003). The preparation group also co-ordinated Finlands statements
with regard to the EUs contributions 10 COP7. Finland drafied two of the EU’s statements (Articte 8 on issues
related 10 indigenotts peopies, and a report on the impiementation of the CBDs forest programme). The
preparation group aiso dealit wjth issues arising from the Pan-European Bioiogical and Landscape Diversity
Strategv council meeting (PEBLDS Madrid 19-21.1.2004), which sened as Europes regional preparatorv
meeting for COP7.
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Europe’s biodiversity target for 2010, to hait the decline in biodiversity throughout the EU, vas examined
in detail during Irelands EU Presidency. The Malahide Conference resulted in the Message from Malahide -
Halting the Decline of Biodiversity - Priority Objectives and Targets for 2010, in connection with the declarations
of the Environment Cotmcil (6/2004) regarding the outcome of COP7. The preparation group helped to shape
Finlands contributions to the Malahide Conference and the Environrnent Coundll. In addition to these tasks,
the international biodiversity issues preparation group has dealt with several reports submitted by Finland to
the CBD Secretariat, translated the Bonn guidelines on genetic resources into Finnish, and prepared an
introductorv puhlication about the Ecosystern approach (Jäppinen et al. 2004).
4.2 Activities during 2005
The preparation group wiIl continue to rarry out tms work during 2005, and wiIl also participate in the
preparation of the next Nationtil Action Pian for Biodiversity in Finland.
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